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Founded 1937 
lnco,po~ 1969 THE 
A Student Newspaper For Ithaca College 
FROM OUR POINT OF VIEW 
This is THE 
ITHACAN for the 
Mreek of September 
s, 1983. It is not the 
last issue of this paper 
to be published, as 
some might have 
heard. 
The Ithacan is a 
publication like no 
other in the Ithaca 
community; we are 
here solely for Ithaca 
College. 
The news that you 
need, that you want, 
does not lie with a 
single individual, it 
does not lie with a 
single year of publica-
tion. It lies with all of 
us here at Ithaca 
College. 
To have this 
publication work, we 
ALL must work for 
and with The Ithacan, 
we ALL must use The 
Ithacan, we ALL must 
want this publication 
to work. This is not 
happening. The 
''This is not the last 
issue of this paper ... '' 
help the paper support tor your can do for your 
How can the Ithaca newspaper. The publication, and once 
College community Ithacan is open Mon- you've made a sug-
help with The day through Wednes- gestion, follow up on 
Ithacan? we all must day nights for you to it. 
get involved. stop in, and do just Together, and only 
S1udents, faculty that. The phone together, we can ALL 
members, ad- number is 274-3207, make The Ithacan 
ministrative person- call it and tell the per- work. Not doing your 
nel, no one should son on the other end part for this publica-
f eel that there is not how you can help tion is only letting 
a position at The your publciation. yourself down. 
Ithacan for them, Write The Ithacan, Become part of The 
everyone should feel respond to the articles Ithacan, read The 
there is a way for of your fellow com- Ithacan, respond to 
them to help at The tmunity members, talk The Ithacan, make 
Ithacan and everyone freely and answer the The Ithacan part of 
should make an effort issues that we raise in your Ithaca College 
to get involved. If you his publication. Do experience. We will all 
have come down to !not ever be afraid to be better for our 
The Ithacan offices ltell an Ithacan staff efforts. 
before, come down member what you The Ithacan Staff 
that you expect is Jthacan is a school ef- again, make yourself Passing the Drinking Age 
here each Week. The f 1 . bl . known to an Ithacan ort. t is a pu icat1on staff member. If you 
entertainment pages for us, by us. To con- have never been here 
allow this community tinue, we must join before make an effort 
the opportunity to together and show to get involved. A let-
A POLITICAL 
BOONDOGGLE spotlight the produc- our support. ter to the editors, an 
tions, the recitals, and The student article, a brief or an- by Richard Wenning This can only be done by pass-
the arts of Ithaca Col- Government of Ithaca noun cement about The argument relating the ing laws which meet the real 
Iege, We look. into the College has gracious- your group is one way drinking age and serving one·s problem, laws strict enough to 
hap p e n in gs ly offered to help Th_e to get ·involved. Staff country in war is an admitted- discourage drinking and driv-
d ~ h ly feeble one (September 8, ing. In West Germany. for ex-downtown an give I! a can ~hrou~h th IS is needed for the 1983; "21?"). However. there is ample, there is no DWI (Driving YOU the informati Of t1me Of fm_ancial pro- . business . aspects Of an unstated integral issue While Intoxicated) problem. 
events at Cornell. ble_ ms. This show of th'1s publ'1cat'1on. No within the decrepit argument-- This is so because their laws 
one's freedom. are such that the penalties in-
The . sports pages faith from our oth~r one -person should Our country allegedly values curred make driving after 
are your indepth student colleagues IS feel they do not have fre~_dom above all else. The drinking an unreasonable op-
guide to Bomber a reassurance that we . abthty to legally purchase lion. Our laws are trite, something to off er to ' alcohol when one is classified penalties trivial. 
sports. No single all care. ' this publication, legally as an ad~lt is an exam-- If a m~ndatory, six-~onth 
publication can give The Ithacan s pro- because this publica- pie of f~eedo~ m our country. ~uspens1on of a dnver·s 
You the knowledge blems will not end . . Removing this freedom from license was passed when ar-. t1on IS for all of US. adult. taxpaying, working, and rested for DWI, it is comfor· 
that a single issue of whe~ we rece1':'e our Getting involved yes,evenfightingmembersof tabletomaketheassertionthat 
The Ithacan has to of- fundmg from this col- with The Ithacan is ?"r country is an a~t of damag- the _number of alcohol related 
fer about th.IS College lege. We here at The . . mg hypocracy which has sad- accidents would decrease 
· easy. Agam tomght, ly again become prevalent in dramatica!ly FOR ALL AGES! 
So what is the pro- Ithacan u~derst_a,nd Thursday, September the United States. A straw Let's not allow more of our 
blem with The the College S pos1t1on isth at s·oo pm The ma?, merely an exa~ple of freedom t~ be taken_ away 
Ithacan? The Ithacan on the financial audit ' · . · ·, . legislators attacking a from us. 111s true that we are 
, Ithacan will open its vulnerable constituency old enough to fight, i.e. old 
is· growing.- The of The Ithacan s doors to the College sheltered by the facade of im- enough to be stripped of our 
Ithacan is changing. books. We agreed on community This is an proving a serious dilemma. freedom and thrust into war. 
The Ithacan is improv- the terms of the con- . · while still remaining popular to and old enough to be stripped 
. . opportunity for their major constituency. of our freedom to drink. we 
mg. The response tract with the College, everyone to show The problem addressed is must rise from our submersion 
from the student body and we fully expect SU Ort for this ?rinki~ ~d driving,_n?t d~in~- in apath~ and act. . 
and the faculty have both parties tO live up p~ . mg. Dnnkmg and dnving IS II- There JS presently a lobbying pubhcat10n. Come legal for all ages. Drinking Is a effort being organized. Those 
shown that you have to these terms. down and become freedom granted when one interested in comballing the 
noticed, and that you We at The Ithacan part of your paper. bec~m~s an adult. state legislator's attempt to Care must COntinue tO , , It IS time that the true pro- breach our freedom should 
· . Thursday night IS not blem be met. All ages must be contact Richard Wenning of the 
The root Of the pro- ShOW improvement the only time to show prevented from drinking and Student Government Office, 
l?,lem with :rbe Ithacan and · we · ALL · must · · · · · · driving, nof. jUSI young adults.· <2.'74-3377. · · · · · 
________ _,;_ ______ ~-~--- -
• 
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Scpteml>f'r 15, 1983 
\ \ ', 
BRIEFS/LETTERS 
CORRENTI GRANT SOLOMON 
RESPONDS Ithaca Coltege has received AMENDMENT a sm.ooo grant from the Fun-
Ed. dacion Hostos M. Gallardo, Inc. T h Ed".t lost in the Ithacan article I men-To lhe •_tors: to speak. Thus, the current O t e I ors: 
of Halo Rey, Puerto Rico 10 h 1· d a r I wou_ld hke to call to your at- structure 'allows the wishes of on August 16, 1982, 1 e 1one e r 1er. 
• establish the George A. Th cons1·1 t· n cle"'rly tenlion some incorrecr and the 'acuity as recommended to United Slates congress passed e 1 u 10 ... 
, Gonzalez-Gallardo Scholarship d 1· · t al t er· f 
misleading information in last the administration. Fund. the Department of Defense e mea es equ pro e ion or 
week's editorial regarding the l"he 15- sue of the bookstore is Authorization Act of 1983 and all United States citizens, this The gift will provide scholar- · 1 d the pr s rvat· of closing of campus offices on another matter. Last year it on September 8, 1982 Presi- me u es e e 10n 
ship assistance to Ithaca Col- • ·ght t ab t · n f om self Labor Day. Your comments was closed on Labor Day, and dent Reagan signed it into law. ones n o s a1 r lege biology majors with · · - at· n and b as med strongly imply that an ad- there seemed 10 be few pro- 11 now is officially known as. mcnmm 10 e su demonstrated financial need · 1·11 g ·it Th 
ministrative decision was blems. In addition, students and who are recommended by Pub. L. NO. 97-252-,96 Stat. 748 innocent I proven ui Y- e 
made to require the faculty to had been on campus for more (1982), (hereinafter "Defense Solomon Amendment denies biology department faculty A - th s !each while other staff w~re !han a week wi!h ample time members. Authorizati9n Act" or ("Act"). some mencan men e e 
rele:ased from work. Nothmg 10 purchase their books. L_:_:_:_:....::_::....:... _______ """" The Act raises the eyebrows of- fundamental Ideals. I'm not 
could be fur!her from the truth. However. there were more many for a multitude of asking you as readers 10 refuse 
Some lime ago the staff ap- problems this year, and we arc DEDICATION reasons. but for the purposes to register for the draft, nor am 
pro~ched the College a_bout currently in the .-process of of keeping to pragmatics ra!her I saying that we shouldn't take 
having Labor oa_y as a holiday. assessing these. several alter- llhaca,N. Y.--Ithaca College than passion. I'll address only up arms to come to the 
When the question was under natives are being viewed in will dedicate the George R. one problem with this Act. that defense of our country. Rather, 
consideration, the faculty was order 10 resolve the problem. Heomer Theatre at ceremonies being section 1113. section 1113 what I'm saying is that the 
consuited on whether or not I hope this clarifies rhe situa- on Fdday, Sept. 23 at 2:45 pm means little to most students. Solomon Amendment is a 
classes should be held on t·ion and sets the record f th or for that matter U.S. citizens; "dangerous law masquerading in the Dillingham Center or e 
Labor. Day_ Monday. ~acuity straight. I appreciate the oppor- performing arts. or does it? section 1113 is of as patriotism." Passion arous-
Counctl reviewed and dtScuss- runily to respond. Earlier this year, the Ithaca special significance to New ed by acts such as the mutila-
ed th f>J question extensively · I York students. although it tion of more than a hundred in-sincere y, college Board of Trustees 
and ultimately recommended Richard J. Correnti voted to name the 600.seat welcomes all young male nocent passengers on a 
that classes be held rather than Vice President, theatre after the late Professor students with the loving Korean Airliner by the Soviets 
adding a day at the end of the Student Affairs Emeritus Georlle R. Hoerner. sincerity of Homer's sirens. often takes root in the minds of 
term. a "dani;!lini:! Mondav" so New York students have the patriots. Th~se patriots in their 
DEMING 
PRAISES 
IMPROVED 
ITHACAN 
To lhe Editors: 
1 would be remiss if I did nor 
indicate my sincere congratula-
tions on the new and vastly im-
proved formal for "The 
Ithacan". If is much easier to 
read and follow stories. 
Beyond that improvemenr. in 
my opinion the arlicles are 
much beuer written and proof-
ed than in previous years. 
You and your staff are to be 
commended, and I feel your 
credibility rating will reflect the 
improvements. You're off to a 
great start. 
Sincerely. 
Robert C. Deming 
Director of Athletics 
DRIVING DRUNK honor of going to -school in a unquestioning patriotism often state which elected a United fail to consider many underly-States congressman who feels ing consequences to their ac-
To the Editor: 
Although I have only been on 
campus a short time I feel I 
must comment on your 
headline story of Sep!. I 121???/. 
I believe by raising the drink-
ing age you are working on the 
symptom and forgetting about 
the disease. 
The problem at hand is not 
teenage drinking but rather 
driving while intoxicated. In my 
home town I was involved 
with the volunteer rescue 
team. I have seen firsrhand the 
death and destruction caused 
by o.w.1.. One of the seven 
eighteen year olds killed in 
1983 was a friend of mine who 
almost took four other friends 
with him when his car hit a tree 
a block away from his home. 
The sight of him in that casket 
and the tears of my friends will 
always he with me. 
I am not quesrioning the 
statistics nor am I going to 
dispute their validity, But I do 
that the Constitution should tions. MemoriesJ;>f Joe McCar-
wonder what good it will do. If take a backseat to the Govern- thy's Red scare should bring to 
an underage person wants to ment's military needs so it can, light this.point. In short. the law 
drink he is going to for all the paradoxically, protect all that in question is unfair. It places 
laws in the world are not going the Constitution stands for. The a burden only on young men, 
to stop the consumption of Congressman: Gerald Solomon not on women or on older 
alchohol. If you ask anyone on (R.-N.Y.), the author of section men, and furthermore only on 
this campus when they had lll3 aka "The Solomon young men who attend college 
their first drink they will tell you Amendment." and need financial aid. What 
they were underage at the The article entitled, about wealthy non-registrants? 
lime. Why restrict an adults' "Registration and Student Congressman Edgar points out 
right when it serves no pur- Aid", in last week's Ithacan put that, "You do not need a long 
pose? I feel we must stop the forth the dynamics of the memory to recall the inequities 
intoxicated from driving no Solomon Amendment. namely of the draft during the Vietnam 
matter what their age. "that a man who fails to days when many white, well-
Therefore I am calling for the · register shall be ineligible for placed well heeled young men 
strictest D.W.J. laws possible. any form of assistance or avoided military service while 
I want all those who serve the benefit provided under the many dutiful. but less fortunate 
intoxicated punished and for Higher Education Act of 1965." Americans resentfully bore 
people to take responsibility Frankly, the law was passed, their burdens in war." 
for their friends when they are in the words of Pennsylvania Solomon argues that the "93 
to drunk to think for Congressman Bob Edgar, "as percent of eligible men who 
themselves. a simple, strong, statement of have complied with the law 
Let us stop the murder on patriotism, but the irony is that and registered sorely resent 
our streets. in the name of preparing a na- the other 7 percent of 
Thank you. tional defense the law under- Americans who have either in-
Edwin D. Callaghan mines basic civil rights as well tentionally chosen not to 
Music Education as educational opportunities." register or unintentionally 
This point. unfortunately got continued on p. 8 
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THE ITHJ\CAN .I 
ANNOUNCEMENTS OF 
INTEREST 
S.T.A.N.D. 
College 
Republicans S.T.A.N.D. General Meeting. Monday, September 19th, 7:30 
p.m. in the Chapel. 
Volunteers 
Needed 
Business 
IC College 
Republicans Meeting 
Tues. 9/20 7:00pm 
DeMotte Room 
IC College Republicans 
sponser a Panel Discussion 
"Youth Conservation in the 
BO's" 
with Robert Hahn 
he Nations Leading Anti-
Communist Youth Activist 
Thurs. Sept. 22 8:00pm 
n the Crossroads 
Student Focus 
ICSG Student Focus 
Organizational Meeting 
Thurs. 9/15 8:30pm 
F203 
Counseling 
Divorce 
The Counseling center is ofter 
ing an eight session group for 
students who have or are ex-
periencing the divorce of their 
parents. To learn more about 
the group or to schedule a 
screening appointment with 
Dr. McDonald, call X3136. 
Death 
For three sessions. the 
Counseling Center will be 
NUCLEAR 
WAR 
American Assocation of 
University Women (AAUW) 
Ithaca Branch, invite the pubttc 
to hear Kathy Dubel of the 
catholic Diocese of Rochester 
speak on "The Challenge of 
Peace: American catholics and 
Nuclear War" on September 21. 
1983 at the Women's Com-
munity Building at 7:30 p.m. 
LONDON 
CENTER 
There are a number of very 
fine placements available in 
the human service field, such 
as: Youth Bureau One to ONe 
Program is 1ooking for students 
to provide friendship and com-
panionship to youngsters. 
Campfire needs program 
assistants and club leaders for 
after school programs. 
Hospicare needs students to 
work with terminally ill clients 
and families. Training and 
supervision provided. 
Special Childrens Center needs 
classroom assistants for 
preschool handicapped 
children. 
Homes Inc. needs help with 
THE ITHACA COLLEGE 
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS IS AC-
CEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR 
TRANSFER. Frosh may not 
apply until their second 
semester. While each case is 
considered on an individual 
basis, applicants who have: I) 
a cumulative average of 2.s or 
above, and 2) have completed 
math courses (13-105, I08), 
economics courses (06·121,122), 
a writing course (77-), natural or 
applied science course(s) will 
receive the strongest con-
sideration. Applications are 
available in the School of 
Business office on the 4th 
floor, of the New Academic 
Building. Deadline for com-
pleted transfer applications is 
October 26, 1983. 
developmentally disabled 1------------. 
adults on socialskills and shar-
ing leisure time. COMICS CLUB 
ITHACA COLLEGE LONDON This is just a partial list. Come 
in and let's talk about volunteer 
CENTER: Students interested work. They are available on a The Comic Book Club 
in studying at the London credit or volunteer basis. of Ithaca will hold its Fall Com-
Center are invited to attend an Please see Elaine Leeder in ic Book Show on Saturday, 
information meeting on either Muller 334 or call me at September 24, from II a.m. to 
September 15th or September 274-3311. 4 p.m., at the Ramada Inn, 222 
21St, the Union Job Room. 7-8 south cayuga Street. Ithaca, 
p.m. The London academic I============ New York. The featured 
program and application pro- guests will be John Byrne, ar-
cedure will be discussed, as list and writer at Marvel Corn-
well as housing, travel and pro- A TT ENT ION ics, and Marvel Comics writer 
gram costs. Roger Stern. John Byrne has 
· Psych Club SENIORS drawn The Uncanny X-Men, and now writes and draws The 
sponsoring a support group for Psychology Club First Meeting 
students who have experienc- Monday, September 19th, 8:30 
ed the death of someone they p.m. in Friends 203. 
This Saturday the senior class 
will host another tailgate party 
in front of the Garden Laundry 
Room. 
Fantastic Four and Alpha 
Flight, and also writes the 
adventures of The Thing. 
Roger Stern has written The In-
credible Hulk,and now writes 
The Amazing Spider-Man, The 
Avengers, and Doctor Strange. 
Stern and Byrne have also col-
laborated on a nine-issue run 
of Captain America. The 
guests will be available to 
autograph comics, talk about 
comic book characters and 
current stories, and answer 
any other questions about 
comics. They win· also have 
original comic book scripts and 
artwork on hand. Several com-
ic book dealers will also he 
the-re to buy, sell. and trade old 
and new comics. The Cornie 
loved. An understanding of1_· __________ -J 
how others have felt and an 
exploration or strategies for 
coping will be reviewed. can 
.x3136 to sign up. The first ses-
~ ion is Sunday, September 18th 
f ·om 3-4:30 p.m. in s10 
Gannett. 
Bulimia 
·\re suffering from bulimia - a 
"ycle of food binges and 
purges'? If so, you may benefit 
from an ongoing group being 
Library 
Patricia Ann White has been 
narned public services coor-
dinator of the library at Ithaca 
College. While will supervise 
all areas of the library that deal 
directly with library palrons. in-
cluding circulation. reserves. 
reference. inter-library loan-. ar-
chives and the science reading 
room. 
>ffered by the Counseling,-----------~ 
Vending 
It will be the senior class· se-
cond tailgate following last 
week ·s event before the 
Albany game. It was a big suc-
cess with lots of people and 
ht'er. soda. and bagels eaten 
up. 
This week l.C. faces St. 
Lawrence, the number one 
ranked school in division three. 
So what heller way to warm 
up to that competition then a 
tailgate party. The party will be 
from 11:00 am to 1:00 pm,-come 
early. 
Book Club of Ithaca ho~ts three 
one-clay shows every year. 
and holds a two-day comic 
Center for students who would 
like to regain control of their 
eating patterns and lives. To 
schedule an inifial appointment 
With Dr. Wiley, call X3136. 
I. All soda cans sold in Vt·nding 
Machines may be returned to 
the "reverse vending 
machines" located in Egbert 
Union, Muller Faculty Center or 
the West Tower entrance. 
These machines will dispense 
s cents for each appropriate 
can. 
o::::::===========I book convention. ITI-IACON. 
LONELINESS.. 
The Counseling Center will be 
offering an eight session group 
for students who are experien-
cing feelings of loneliness and 
depression. Members will have 
the opportunity to explore . 
these feelings and discover '2._The Pub :"'11! a~cept al.I c?n· 
ways to understand and cope tamers that II distributes _dunng 
with loneliness. can X3136 or normal hours of operation. 
stop by ~IO Gann~tt Center ~or 3. B.J. Begley (Deli) will accept 
a screenmg appointment with all containers that it distributes 
Dr. Feldman. during normal business hours. 
Externship 
Externship Informational 
Meeting: Learn how you can 
"shadow" a professional in a 
career of interest for five work-
ing days. Get your questions 
answered before you commit 
yourself to the field. 
Thursday, Sept. 15, 7pm Gan-
nett 111. 
every year on the last wekend 
in April. The Club meets on the 
first and time! Tuesdays of 
every month from 7 p.m. to 9 
p.m. at the Greater Ithaca Ar-
ti vitics Center. 316 North 
Albany Street, Ithaca, New 
York. The Comic Book Club of 
Ithaca is a registered tax-
exempt, non-profit organization 
and runs all of its shows on a 
break-even basis. Admis-
sions to the Fall Comic Book 
Show is so cents. 
One junior or senior Business 
student is needed to serve on 
the 1983-84 School of Business 
Tenure and Promotion Com-
mittee. The work will be ac-
complished primarily during 
the month of October 1983. 
Business majors may self 
nominate or nominate other 
business majors for the post 
by completing appropriate 
forms which are available from 
Mrs. Dee Floror in the School of 
Business office on the 4th floor 
of the New Building. Election 
date for the two students will 
be October 3rd and 4th. The 
election will be held in the 
School of Business office on 
the 4th floor of the New 
Building. The deadline for com-
pleted nomination forms is 
September 23rd. 
School of Business is accep-
ting applications for peer ad-
visors. Applications are 
available September 26 at 
Egbert Union Information Desk 
or the front Desk of the 
Business School. Subr,1it ap-
plications by October 14 to Joy 
Stanton of Business School. 
Accounting 
Accounting majors wit~ 
demonstrable financial neec 
are invited to apply for il 
Forster Foundation Scholar 
ship. Academic performance 
and college or community ac 
tivities will be considered. Ap 
plications may be obtained 
from Mrs. Dec Floros in the 
School of Business office on 
the 4th floor of the New 
Academic Building. The 
deadline for the receipt of com 
pleted applications is October 
7, 1983. 
Sc_holarships 
Available 
Management. Per.sonncl and 
Industrial Relations. and 
Finance Majors with 
demonstrable financic1I need 
are invited to apply for a 
\'enetos Foundation Scholar-
ship. Academic performance 
ancl college or community ac-
tivities are considered. Ap· 
plication~ may be obtained 
from Mrs. Uc-c Floros in the 
School of Business office on 
the 4th floor of the New 
Academic Building. The 
deadline for the receipt of com-
pleted applications is October 
7, 1983. 
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4 THE ITHACAN 
PARK ''GOES 
PUBLIC'' TO 
RAISE FUNDS 
From Ithaca Journal Staff and 
Wire Reports 
Roy H. Park wants to buy 
newspapers. 
That's nothing new for the man 
who runs an 19-statc media 
empire from Ithaca's Terrace 
Hill. What's new is his decision 
to "go public" to raise the 
money. 
Park. 72, announced Thurs-
day that Park Communications 
Inc .. which he owns. plans to 
offer one million shares of 
common stock at 517 to s20 
each for sale to the public, if 
the~deral Securities and Ex-
change Commission approves 
the company's registration 
statement. The statement was 
filed Thursday with the SEC. 
Park himself will retain a 89.1 
percent stake. 
Ca'ih generated from the 
stock sale "may help us to ex-
pand a little bit faster." Park 
~ said Friday. "We may want to 
acquire some more properties 
in the same field we're in." 
Federal law forbids him from 
buying more radio and televi-
sion stations, so he plan? to 
buy more newspapers, he 
said. 
How many he doesn't know. 
"We don't have a goal," he 
said. But if a newspaper 
comes on the market, and he 
thinks it fits in well with the rest 
of the group, "We'd like to look 
at it." he said. 
Magazine editor in his 20·s. 
advertising agency owner in 
his 30's, marketing man 
behind the Duncan Hines 
brand name in his 4-0's, at 72 
Park is sole owner of Park 
Broadcasting Inc., the 90th 
largest media company in the 
country. 
Born a poor farm boy in 
North Carolina in 1910, he is 
considered by Forbes 
magazine to be one of the 200 
wealthiest people in the coun-
try. Forbes estimates his net 
worth, conservatively, at a 
minimum of S250 million. 
Asked if the move to sell 
stock will make him one of the 
100 wealthiest people m the na-
tion. Park wouldn't say. 'Tm 
not going to vouch that they 
are nght in the first place." he 
said tartly. 
His newspaper group - which 
includes 23 dailies and 19 
weeklies, primarily in rural 
towns in the South and 
Midwest - is the ninth largest in 
the nation in number of 
publications owned. And he 
didn't start buying papers un-
til 1972. He also owns 23 free 
advertising tabloids, a billboard 
company and Florida citrus 
groves, in addition to rental 
property in Ithaca. 
He employs about 1,700 peo-
ple and serves on several bank 
boards. 
Park Newspapers Inc. is 
valued at about S75 million and 
his broadcasting group is worth 
about 5165 million. Forbes says 
in one of its upcoming fall 
issues. 
Park refuses to discuss his 
money, saying it is "impolite" 
to talk about such details. 
And although his 21-year-old 
media company is one of the 
largest in the nation owned by 
a single person it is know in the 
state as "the quiet 
organization." 
To many. Park remains an 
enigma. 
When he was 15, he was one 
of the youngest students to al-
tend North Carolina State 
University. He put himself 
through school by working as 
a reporter for the Associated 
Press. After graduating in 1931, 
he edited magazines for farm 
cooperatives in New York and 
North Carolina. 
When he came to Ithaca in 
1942, he bought an advertising 
and research agency. which 
was located on the third floor 
of the Tompkins County Trust 
Co. building. Most of his clients 
were farm cooperatives, and 
they wanted to get into the 
food marketing business. They 
asked Park to come up with a 
brand name. He decided on 
Duncan Hines, since the name 
was already familiar to 
Americans from Hines' 
"Recommended by Duncan 
Hines" signs indicating stan-
dards of "good hot food and 
clean sheets on the bed." 
After six months the partner-
ship of Hines-Park Foods 
began. Quality ice cream. cof-
fee, peas and beans were 
marketed under the brand 
name at one time. But by far 
the most popular products 
then and now are Duncan 
Hines cake mixes. 
Park worked with Hines un-
til Park-Hines Foods was sold 
to Proctor & Gamble in 1956 for 
an undisclosed amount of P&G 
stock. 
Park, who remained a P&G 
consultant for seven years. 
made both himself and Hines 
several million dollars. 
Forbes estimated Park con-
trols 200,000 shares of P&G 
stock, ~vorth at least SIO million 
and some 334,000 shares. 
worth S9.5 million, of ConAgra, 
the parent company of the 
Nebraska flour mill that made 
the cake mix. 
In 1962, at 52, Park embark-
ed on another career. He 
bought his first television sta-
tion in Greenville. N.C. And 
almost yearly for the first 15 
years, he boughl radio and 
television stations in Ten-
nessee, North Carolina, South 
Dakota, Virginia, Oregon, 
Alabama, Minnisota. 
Washington state and New 
York. As he neared the legal 
limit, he _began buying 
newspapers. None has a cir-
continued on p. 6 
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Parle sums up his passion for work quite simply· "When things ore running 
smoothly I gel bored." 
YOU ARE INVITED 
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Introduction to London 
Questions and Answers 
Union Job Room, 7-8 pm 
SEPTEMBER 21 
Introduction to London 
Questions and Answers 
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CROSSROADS PARTY 
Union - 8:15 pm 
Chat vi th former 
London students. 
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WOOD ENCOURAGES 
EXTERN SHIPS 
by Lorraine Fanton 
Do you wish you knew more and Placement localed on th~ 
about your future career work first floor of the Gannett Center. 
environment? The Office of All completed applications 
career Planning and Placement must be turned in by 5:00 p.m. 
may have just what you've on September 23 and final 
been looking for. An externship decisions will be mailed on 
offers students the chance to November 17 and 18. An infor-
experience the challenges and mational meeting which will be 
rewards of their chosen field attended by past participants is 
by shadowing an alumni spon- being held Thursday, 
sor for a period of five days. September 15 at 7:00 p.m. in 
During this time the students Gannett m. 
by Barbara A. Wchard 
The 1980's: an era of com-
puler lechnology. video 
crazes: space shuttles: and 
skyrocketing college costs. 
Such events as these have 
questioned and expanded our 
knowledge of the world around 
us. Increasing costs of educa-
tion however, has directly af-
fected the paths through which 
many of us will 1ravel. Not all 
of us can afford the benefits of 
a college education and many 
high school graduates are forc-
ed financially to lake their 
place in lhe job market. 
According 10 a recent USA 
Today arlicle the average cost 
of an education at a private col-
lege in the school year 1972-73 
was S3,280. That figure now 
borders around S8.440. Public 
institutions have also increas-
ed their rates from a mean of 
Sl,985 to 54,721. The nalional 
percentage of increase ranges 
from 10 to 13 percenr according 
to the College Board between 
the 1982-83 and 1983-84 school 
years. 
Here at Ithaca College, we 
have seen a 9.05 percent in-
crease in tuition from SS,526 in 
1982-83 to 56,026 in 1983-84. 
The total percentage based on 
a double occupancy with a full 
board plan has stated an 8.82 
percent increase from S8,086 
to 58,799. Other interesting 
figures show a 10.2 percent rate 
hike for 1982-83: and three 
years prior the price increase 
was less than s percent. cart 
Sgrecci, Treasurer and Con-
troller of Ithaca College. feels 
the increase is a moderate one 
and for the most part has 
stayed with or below the infla-
tion rare. 
Ithaca's neighbors have also 
experienced rather high in-
creases in college costs. Cor-
nell University raised the price 
approximately II percent in re-
cent years. Even Tompkins 
Cortland Community College 
has witnessed an 8 percent 
rate ~ike and estimates the tui-
tion 10 go up another 8 10 10 
percent for next year. 
Unfortunately there are many 
reasons for the phenomenal in-
creases in education. For the 
most part they include: facul-
ty pay hikes: financial aid cur-
hacks from Federal and Slate 
agencies: and the tremendous 
increase in ulility costs. Expan-
ding certain facilities as well as 
general repairs and 
maintenance keep pushing col-
lege prices upward. 
But all is not lost. There are 
many ways in which funds are 
made available to students. 
First of all, apply for financial 
aid and do ii as soon as possi-
ble with all the information fil-
ed and complete so that 
nothing will hold up your ap-
plication. Also take advantage 
of federal grants such as Pell 
Grants and the Supplemental 
Educational Opportunity Grams 
which each have certain re-
quirements and eligibilities. 
And he sure to check for 
private scholarships that may 
pertain lo you. Mof(" inrornld-
lion on all of these can be ob· 
rained in the Financial Aid of-
fice on the 3rd floor of Egbert 
Union and all are worth looking 
into. 
And if all else fails there are 
many loans which one ran 
apply for. The most overlook-
ed source of student aid is tht> 
Guaranteed Student Loan in 
which undergraduates ran tx>r-
row up 10 52,500 each year. 
The interest is somewhert> 
around 9 percent and there is 
unlimited eligibility. Parent 
Loans for Undergraduate 
Students (PLUS). Auxiliary 
Loans to Assist Students 
(ALAS) and National Direct Stu-
dent Loans have all been 
established to ease the cost of 
college. Becoming aware of 
college work study and college 
payment plans in which the 
cost of tuition (all or part) may 
be divided into ten monthly 
payments may provt> 
beneficial. 100. 
There's no way to get around 
it. Throughout the 1980'5 col-
lege costs will rise along with 
the prices of food, gas and train 
fares. And many young adults 
may not seek the opportunity 
of a college educalion. But the 
hard-working and determined 
individual will find a place 
among the student body 
whether their efforts are in 
academic or athletic areac; or in 
just locating the right resources 
for funding. 
have the opportunity to ask rr=======;E;:;:a=r=n=e=x=t=r=a=m=o=n=e=y=.======1 
questions and determine the 
appropriateness of their career Become an independent dealer selling in-
Need a term paper, resume, or job 
application typed, then call HELP 
UNLIMITED at 273-1323 
5pm-10pm 
Ithaca's oldest and best typing 
service choice. genious art posters. Send S2.50 for 
Mary Wood. externship coor- catalog and information to Castle Arts, 
dinator, described the nonpay-
ing opportunity as "an in- P.O. Box 587A, Altamont, NY 12009. guaranteed work 
valuable experience for any 
student with a strong idea of 
the career he or she wishes 10 
pursue." Any interested 
freshman physical therapy ma-
jor, sophmore. junior or senior 
is encouraged to fill out an ap-
plication. Upon completion the 
applications are reviewed to 
determine if a strong interest 
exists. Those candidates who 
fill the requirements on the ap-
plication will be asked to at-
tend a brief personal interview 
after which the final decisions 
will be made. 
An increase in interest due to 
the success of last years pro-
gram may mean more com-
petition. Wood attributes last 
years success 10 the alumni 
who are willing 10 share ex-
periences with interested 
students. "Word of mouth 
from satisfied externs also 
helps," she added. 
Sponsors and extems are 
carefully matched based upon 
the interests of both parties. 
Externs must sign a contract, 
complete a goal statement and 
make arrangements for their 
externship visit. 
Applications are available in 
. · the Office of career Planniml 
" { (. . .. 
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TONIGHT $5 ce_mplimentary 
drinks 
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night 3 
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night 
Happy Hour 
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$.50 Drafts $1 Bar 
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culation of more than 20,000 
and most are in small. rural 
areas. 
AS sole owner, president and 
director of his companies, Park 
handles negotiations to buy 
newspapers. He even adver-
tises. "Talk 10 Roy Park 
himself at his private 
number. .. " 
That · and his altention to 
detail - are amoung his 
business strengths, associates 
say. 
"I've never seen anyone 
work like Roy Park works." 
says James J. Whalen. presi-
dent of Ithaca College. "When 
you're leaving, Roy Park is 
working. When you come 
back. Roy Park is working. He 
has a tremendous energy, 
tremendous drive." 
Daily he reads the New York 
Times. The Wall Street Journal, 
USA Today. The Rochester 
Democrat and Chronicle, The 
Charlotte News Observer. and 
The Ithaca Journal. He also 
scans about 10 of his papers. 
red-marking mistakes. praising 
strengths. 
"When you ride on an 
airplane with Roy, by the end 
of the trip, you're covered by 
his newspapers. and he'll have 
four articles for you to read," 
Whalen said. "He doesn't miss 
an idea. He's one of the best-
informed men I know." 
Park collects watches, a 
habit he picked up from Dun-
can Hines. and antique cars. 
He owns a classic 1929 
Dusenberg Roadster and a 
1940 Packard. He raises 
peacocks on the grounds of his 
Ithaca home at 20s Devon 
Road where he and his family 
have lived for years. He rarely 
takes a vacation. 
"Work is his recreation, not 
just his job," said former U.S. 
Sen. Sam Ervin, who is a direc-
tor of one of Park's papers in 
Morgantown, N.C. 
Park sums up his passion for 
work quite simply: "When 
things are running smoothly, I 
get bored." 
Park still owns the first 
building he bought since. He 
confesses to having once sold 
a radio station in Duluth, Minn., 
when he discovered how high 
the snowbanks get in the 
winter. He bought something 
"closer to home," instead - sta-
tion WHEN in Syracuse. And 
he also sold a couple of sta-
tions when ordered to do so by 
the Federal Communications 
Commission. 
Septembt>r 15, 1983 
COLLEGE PRESSURES LEAD TO 
GRIM STATISTICS 
by Dian Dulberger 
A recent study among col-
lege freshpersons indicated 
that 25 percent of college 
freshman have contemplated 
suicide due to the pressures, 
anxieties. and stress which 
they face, especially during the 
first year. 
Dealings withtn the im· 
mediate area uphold this 
statistic but it should be stress-
ed that although contemplation 
prevails in numbers, the suc-
cess rate is far less. Ithaca Col-
lege should be considered no 
worse than any other college in 
the U.S. 
neticut, and Massachusetts, ex-
perience more of a loss since 
they are lost and alone in some 
cases in an "unusual setting." 
In essence "college does 
something to people" says 
Mrs. Miller, it creates a state of 
overwhelming chances and 
pathes to follow." 
"In the end it is not life that 
is not living up to our expecta-
tions, it is us and the fact that 
we are :n;ot living up to our 
own expectations." 
Another problem that 
becomes more apparent dur-
ing the school year, especially 
the beginning, is that of eating 
disorders. 
Eating disorders can be 
separated into two types: 
Bulimia and Anorexia Nervosa. 
Both disorders can be typified 
by an excessive concern about 
weight 
Bulimia, in essence, is a cy-
cle of binges and purges. This 
........ 
~--
mea"ns a person eats large 
amounts of food in a certain 
amount of time known as bing-
ing; the person then either 
starves themself, consumes 
laxitives or throws-up im-
mediately after eating the food. 
This is known as purging or rid-
ding the body of the food. 
Anorexia-Nervosa, or self-
c.,1 
~ 
'2 
"' 
.E 
0 
E: 
~~ 
starvation as it is technically 
known as, is the process of de-
nying the body of food. ·The 
person becomes obsessed 
with losing weight to the point 
that their life is in danger. 
Dr. Mary O'Leary Wiley of the 
Ithaca College Counceling 
continued on p. 8 
Suicide is a spontaneous ac-
tivity but results from very long 
term thought and contempla-
tion; almost a wearing away 
process. Thoughts and at-
tempts increase when there is 
a major loss or death, such as 
a family member or close 
friend, a boy/girl breakup, a 
change in setting and even in ,-::==========-___________________ _:_ 
a pre-set routine. The general 
belief is that death is better 
since there seems to be no 
other way to cope with 
situations. 
No actual statistics are 
available but it is known that 
among the human populations; 
women will attempt suicide 
three times more often. but 
men are three times more suc-
cessful in their attempts. 
@~ 
Great Escap~ 
317 College Avenue 
next to the Fire Station 
Test your skills on the latest in 
video and pinball 
*POLE 
POSITION *CHEXX HOCKEY 
*BAG 
MAN *KRULL 
Look for our 
new arrivals! 
... and 
many 
more 
Take a quick study break or stay for 
hours of fun at Bally's Great Escape. 
Escape to a world of fun! 
The axioms in his business 
plan are: Don't pay dividends, 
reinvest earnings, be careful 
not to overborrow. pay off all 
debts on time, slick with what 
you know.' 
Nina Miller, Director of 
Suicide Prevention and Crisis 
Center in downtown Ithaca, 
stated that many people, 
especially Freshmen, ex-
perience "fleeting thoughts 
about suicide." The time to 
become concerned is when 
these feelings and thoughts 
persist. although whenever 
anyone outwardly talks of 
suicide they should be con-
sidered serious and should 
seek out counseling. "Many 
students arrive with problems 
packed in their suitcases." 
These can range from general 
stress to severe pressures 
such as high expectations from 
family members. internal and 
external pressures from both 
self and piers; the need to 
become involved, whether it 
be dealing with alcohol and 
drugs; or becoming sexually 
active. For many, college is the 
first time for students to be free 
of ~estrictions and a parental 
figure. Students who are fur-
ther away from home. for ex-
ample. New Jersey, Con-r---=:---_-----.!..----=-------__:_========--
M k • Tropical Plant!-o ) 
"I guess I learned with Pro-
ctor & Gamble, if you have a I 
game plan that's working, 1 
don't disturb it," he said. · 
"Don't go too far afield from i 
the game you're in." 
Park said today the prospec-
tus filed with the SEC says, 
"The company has never paid 
any dividends and has no pre-
sent· intention of doing so." 
But, he said the company's 
new board of directors- will 
review the policy. 
a e your 1~1cludmg ones for l1>w-light ar,·a, 
room an 
• frc!->h, Silk & Dried Flower-. 
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OP/EDS 
/C's ACADEMIC 
REPUTATION 
The f oUowing is reprinted from 
"Student Focus", February, 1983, 
due to the lack of response. 
by Bob Leary 
The academic reputation of 
Ithaca College has been 
challenged in the past by such 
publications as the New York 
Times Review and The Yale 
Insiders Guide. These publica-
tions inferred that Ithaca Col-
lege students were more in-
terested in parties than 
classes. It is my assertion that 
the majority of the students at 
A TIME 
TO 
ACT 
IC are here for an education 
and approach that education 
with a very serious altitude. 
However, it is inevitable that a 
few students who take a dif-
ferent view will continue to 
promote the "Country Club" 
image. These few students 
should not be held solely 
responsible for the negative 
image of the College. There ·is 
another group which plays an 
almost equal role in the reputa-
tion of the College. and that 
group is made up of the 
faculty. 
The majority of the faculty is. 
without a doubt, highly 
qualified and very dedicated to 
academia. However, there is a 
very small percentage of the 
faculty which need to be 
reminded that they are here to 
do a job_ That job is obvious-
teach. Each course at IC should 
lby Jay Schneiderman be challenging to the students 
There are nine people on an enrolled, whether it be a GIPPE 
!open-ended fast in California or an advanced course in 
which the media in this coun- chemistry. 11 is your respon-
try has managed to neglect. sibility to get the most out of 
Ttiis is the 43rd day of their your tuition dollars. 
material being tested. so be it. 
If a grade, on the other hand, 
is based on whether or not a 
student was physically present 
in the room, a great injustice is 
being done. 
Because of an attendance 
policy, a student may receive 
an "A.;-" on every assignment 
and exam and still receive an 
"F" as a final grnde. On a 
transcript that same "F" is 
falsely interpreted as a lack of 
knowledge of the subject 
matter. 
In Ithaca College's "State-
ment of Philosophy" (Ithaca 
Student Handbook, p. 34) it is 
written that students are " ... ex-
pected to develop maturity, 
self-sufficiency. responsibili-
ty ... " This cannot be done with 
an attendance policy which 
reflects a High School mentali-
ty, the mentality which says to 
the Yale Insiders Guide that 
Ithaca College students do not 
want to go to class and learn: 
a mentality wh,ich must change 
in order to improve the 
academic reputation of the 
institution. 
Bob Leary is President of the Student 
Bodv. 
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PINOCHET 
ADMITS 
EXILES 
by Ken Elkins 
In response to the growing 
number of protests against the 
military dictatorship in Chile. 
President Augusto Pinochet 
last week allowed two opposi-
tion political figures. Andres 
Zaldivar and Renan Fuentalba. 
to come out of exile and return 
to Chile. 
Pinochet, backed by the 
United States. has exiled some 
11,000 people since his military 
coup ended the rule of Presi-
dent Salvador Allende in 1973. 
This. along with the absence of 
free speech. press and 
democratic elections as well as 
the poor state of the economy 
has aided in the growing 
number of anti-government 
protests and strikes in Chile 
since last May_ 
In the past, Pinochet has 
dealt with political opposition 
with violence and oppression. 
However, civil unrest. partial-
ly due to 33 percent unemploy-
ment, has become so great 
that he has been forced to 
make political compromises. 
The lifting of curfews and the 
permission to allow exiled 
political figures back into the 
country are examples of such 
compromises. 
Although these concessions 
may seem to point to the 
possible return of democratic 
order in Chile. the implications 
arc last minute attempts by 
Pinochet to maintain his op-
pressive rule. The people of 
Chile have a history of fighting 
against their oppression, 
whether inflicted by foreign or 
domestic powers: the present 
situation is no exception. 
With the augmented press 
coverage that the anti-
government protests in Chile 
are receiving. public opinion in 
the United States and around 
the world may force the 
Reagan Administration to sup-
port further compromises bet-
ween Pinochet and the people 
of Chile. One such com-
promise may be the return of 
elections in the country. 
However, one must be very 
critical in interpreting the im-
plications of and the role of the 
U.S. in theSP .P(Prtinn<: 
Ken Elkins is a junior Politics Major 
on campus. 
hunger strike. It is expected A text should supplement a 
that some of the fasters will die lecture, not be a script to use 
within a week of this date. All for a lecture. If you find that 
they are asking for is a signifi- one of your professors is 
leant change in our path toward redundant on the material in 
klestructfon. the text. approach him or her 
One of the criterion they as an individual or as a class 
would consider significant and express your discontent. If 
~ould be the delaying of the no action is taken to change 
December deployment of the the situation, approach the 
Pershing II and Cruise missiles Chair of the Department, then 
into Europe for one year. the Dean, and if necessary the 
CAN HISTORY 
TEACH AMERICA? 
chances are this will not hap- Provost. 
oen and all the fasters will die. Another area of concern to 
Probably a lot of people will die the reputation of Ithaca College 
in nonviolent protest of the is the attendance policy. A 
deploying of these missiles mandatory attendance policy 
!systems which switch nuclear indirectly portrays the students 
war from possible to probable. of Ithaca as irresponsible, im-
What will we do? Will we act mature. and not intrinsically 
like deer frozen in the motivated to learn. In a small 
headlights of an oncoming car? seminar or discussion class. 
Probably. \vhcre interacrion is vital to the 
We must recognize that wc learning process, attendance is 
are all part of history. What necessary and should be en-
each one of us does in some forced. However, in a large lee-
way affects the rest of the ture in which class participa-
world. We have been taught to lion plays a minor role or no 
think as though we arc role at all. mandatory attcn-
powerless and therefore we re- dance is a source of controver-
main quiescent. But we can sy and rightfully so. 
take our outrage and turn it in- As a freshperson. one may 
to energy of positive change. need a little incentive to go to 
we as·college students feel class. but as an upperclasspcr-
there is nothing we can do son it may be an insult. A col-
because we are trapped in our lege student is an adult 
situation. We are in school and capable of making his or her 
we feel we must not jeopar- own decL<;ions. A student must 
dize our educations. But we go take responsibility for his or her 
to school to pave the way for own actions. Many professors 
our futures. If there is no would contend that an attcn-
future. then it seems that the dance policy insures a higher 
hours we spend in school may grade for a student and that 
come to naught. Maybe we can without one the rate of failure 
make some sort of statement would increase significantly. 
without even disrupting our This may be so, but adults 
studies. If a lot of us. pooled must accept the consequences 
i.:t~ms;i;le:::.:t.:.:h;;:;er:.:.•...::th;.;.:e;;n;....;.;w.;;e;...c;;..;o;..;u;;..;ld"" ...,,,...,-1 of their actions. If the conse-
Jay Schneiderman is farmer Chair quence is failing an exam due 
man of S. T.A.N.D. to lack of knowledge of the 
by Andrew Levin 
When looking at the world in 
crisis today it is quite apparent 
that the action taken by the 
Soviet Union following World 
War II has severely detracted 
from the concept of world 
peace. 
After the Nazi surrender in 
1945, Joseph Stalin and his 
marauders immediately 
revealed their criminal intent 
by ravaging Eastern European 
factories and occupying its 
cities with the Red Army. 
While the United States was 
finishing the war in the South 
Pacific. the Soviet Union was 
busy grabbing as much of the 
continent as possible without 
conflicting with American 
troops. 
The times have chang<'d and 
we are now used to the fact 
that the Soviet leadership will 
do anything ro conflict with rhc 
U.S. Tlie year of 1945 mosr 
negatively forcshadowt'd this. 
The atomic wca1l0n. When 
the Russian scientists finally 
put one together after 
Hiroshima-Nagasaki, the Soviet 
confidence was bolsted and 
their arrogance grew. 
As Harry Truman rebuilt 
Western Europoe and Japan, 
the Soviets set their sights on 
Korea. America was able to 
out down the soread of com-
munism to the South but the 
days of international stability 
were fast coming to a close. 
Within ten years the Soviet 
military would be well on its 
way to outproducing that of the 
United States. 
The Cuban Missile Crisis of 
1962 was the last major show 
of power by a United States 
government. In order to con-
tain the Soviet military 
presence. President Kennedy 
forced Premier Khrushchev in-
to eliminating atomic weapons 
off the coast of Florida by 
threatening him with a first 
strike. The world lay in fear for 
clays, but it became dear roar 
rhe Hussian will to call America 
on its bluff was non-existent. 
Khrushchev was forced out 
of office soon after the cnsis 
and Kenrn·dy was assasinate<l 
m Dallas. This marks an impor-
ranr era in history as the Soviet 
empire continued irs expan· 
sion while drawing the L'niu·cl 
States inro a war that it would 
not win. American detcrmma-
tion was not present in the 
White House or Vietnam and 
thus the syndrome set in. 
During the years following 
the failure in Southeast Asia. 
American industry lessened its 
production of weaponry ,while 
the soviets increased theirs at 
an alarming rate. 
By the mid 1970's Soviet 
military might was at least 
equivalent to that of the U.S. 
The American public was fool-
ed into believing that de'tente 
meant peace and sernrity. All 
the while Brezhnev and com-
pany continued to accelerate 
their support of terrorism 
globally, and on Christmas 
Day. 1979, 100 thousand Soviet 
troops invaded Afghanistan. 
Our President's response was 
to boycott the Olympic games. 
It is now 1983 and Soviet in-
fluence IS knocking at our back 
door in Central America. It is 
never too late to alter the tide 
of history and prest·n·t· the 
freedom.', which Westt'rn 
Civilization holds rrue, bur rhi.', 
can only be done through an 
increased Anwrican will and 
steadfast determination. 
The Reagan :\clministrarion 
has attempted to carry out this 
pl,m of power rc-asscrunent, 
bur unfortunately ii nw1 up 
w11h liberal n·s1st<1n(·t· 
The choic<' is ours cl.', d trt·t· 
nation. and based .on com-
munist behavior post 1945. rt 
should not be a difficult one to 
make. Pacifism is rewardless. 
strength i~ a virtue. Make up 
your mind, America. Time is 
running out. 
Andrew Levin is Chairman of the 
Co//ePe Rebublicans. 
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INNOCENT 
BYSTANDER 
Dave Fischer 
THE GHOST 
OF VIETNAM 
My peers talk about Vietnam 
as if it took place a long time 
ago and has since been stored 
in the attic of American con-
sciousness. Indeed this is true. 
1 was born in 1963 and am 
part of the first generation that 
thinks of Vietnam as history to 
be read of in books instead of 
actual traumas to be dreamt of 
later. 
The first electio11 I recall was 
Nixon/McGovern, and not long 
after, the war in Vietnam end-
ed. The war which started 
without me knowing had end-
ed without me helping-- and 
before I learned which side we 
were on. 
If my generation has an 
analogy to Vietnam it is El 
Salvador. Ever since the United 
States first sent advisors into El 
Salvador, cries of "another 
continued from p. 2 
chosen not to register." That 
may be so, although I've seen 
no documented proof of this, 
but regardless. this surely does 
not provide justification for 
Congressman Solomon to 
subvert the Constitution of the 
United States. After all there 
are already legal channels and 
1enalties for violators of the 
Selective Service Law-- up to 
five years imprisonment and 
up to a SI0,000 fine. 
Many opponents to the 
Solomon Amendment have 
questioned not only its 
necessity but its Constitu-
tionality. For instance, is med-
dling necessary in a highly 
garbled and yes. complex 
Government student aid pro-
gram. College Financial Aid of-
fices are already strapped by 
staff cutbacks across the coun-
try. However. the issue of Con-
stitutionality is the more 
legitimate concern here. The 
Amendment will soon be 
scrutinized by the Supreme 
Court. After agreeing that the 
Amendmen·t was probably un-
constitutional a Minnesota 
United States District Court 
Judge issued an injunction. 
The Supreme Court lifted that 
injunction this summer. but the 
Washington Post stated that lif· 
ting the injunction had 
..... nothing to do with how they 
(the court) felt about the 
Amendment's Constitutionali-
ty." In short, the Amendment 
faults are as follow: The 
Amendment decides guilt and 
punL'ihes by means of Legisla-
tion rather then Judicial pro-
cess. In effect, assumes you 
are guilty until proven inno-
cent, ic., Bill of Attainder. 
Discriminates against all 
young, male, needy students 
who auend college. This is .a 
denial of equal protection. 11 
strips students of their Fifth 
Amendment rights. Refusing to 
provide the infonnation the Act 
requires results in the denial of 
financial aid, thus the verdict of 
Vietnam" were heard across 
the land, but the two countries 
themselves t1ave ft>w 
similarities. 
Whereas Vietnam was large-
ly Buddhist. El Salvador is 
mostly catholic. Vietnam had 
a population of 18 million peo-
ple. El Salvador has only four 
million. V:etnam was a divided 
country, El Salvador is not. 
Vietnam was in Asia 12 thou-
sand miles away. El Salvador 
is what we call "in our own 
back yard." 
If one looks not at the two 
countries but at American 
policies and mind-sets toward 
them. parallels suddenly 
emerge. 
Because of the geographical 
significance of El Salvador. talk 
of "falling dominoes" haunt 
the memory of many 
guilty without "due process". 
Obviously there arc some 
substantial problems with the 
Act, an Act intended to ad-
dress a problem already being 
combatted by a different law. 
This new law is unnecessary 
propaganda. 
Finally, I close leaving you 
with a couple of thought pro-
voking questions raised by 
Congressman Bob Edgar. "Are 
we presumed to be bad 
citizens, unworthy of receiving 
benefits until we prove we are 
good citizens?" ... If someone 
tells you that this law is design-
ed to get the worst elements of 
society--irresponsible, un-
patriotic sl)irkers--you should 
remind that person that Eins-
tein was a pacifist and most 
likely would have been denied 
college aid under this law. Our 
nation cannot afford to waste 
the minds of many future 
young Einsteins." 
The truely important ques-
tion the Solomon Amendment 
raises is whether the Congress 
can freely take liberty with the 
Constitution to accomplish 
more rapidly a task they've not 
GOmpleted through proper 
legal means. Taking short cuts 
at the expense of the American 
people seems to me both 
dangerous and irresponsible. 
In the short run the Solomon 
Amendment seems a bit trivial 
to be raising such a fuss. yet 
the underlying consequences 
are of no small significance. If 
you agree, it might be nice to 
send Congressman Solomon a 
letter showing your concern 
and express your desire for 
him to abide by the very same 
principles which he is sup-
posedly representing. 
Steven n. Fuller 
The author is the /.C. Student 
Trustee and the Direcu,r of the In-
dependent Student Coalition. 
Wnre 10: 
Hon. Gerald Solomon 
Rm. 227 
cannon House Office Bldg 
Washington. D.C. 20515 
Americans because the 
language is painfully reminis-
cent. While not rationally 
believing that Communists 
from Southeast Asia would be 
crossing the border at the Rio 
Grande, we as Americans do 
have a crucial stake in- the 
Panama canal because 75 per-
cent of all American trade 
utilizes these waters. 
A further similarity is the ex-
change of }Veaponry. Weapons 
flowed into North Vietnam and 
down the Ho Chi Minh Trail in-
to South Vietnam virtually 
unimpeded. Likewise today, 
Cuba remains a well-armed 
sanctuary and distributes arms 
to Nicaragua and into El 
Salvador through a labyrinth 
route not unlike that of the Ho 
Chi Minh Trail. 
Another similarity is that the 
U.S. today,·as in Vietnam, has 
no overall regional strategy for 
meeting the .challenge in Cen-
tral America: or at least one 
that has gained any consensus 
of support. 
The U.S. is not seeking to 
win; but merely not to lose the 
struggle. Despite investments 
of men, money and materiel, 
instead of seeking victory, we 
apparently seek to simply 
bring the opposition to the 
.bargaining table for a 
negotiated settlement. 
America's "pride in its 
power" was shallered in Viet-
nam and the residue of the ex-
perience still iives. El Salvador 
is not another Vietnam. 
although without a definite 
form of action we may 
possibly make it one before 
long. 
In Vietnam, and presently in 
Central America, the credibili-
ty of American power is seen 
to be at stake. The U.S. must 
show whether. according to 
George Will, "it is any longer 
capable of asserting the will a 
great power requires. or 
whether the slide into paralysis 
is irreversible." 
In El Salvador. as was true in 
Vietnam. the local political 
aspects are interpreted only in 
terms of global, military 
significance because we can-
not answer the question--
"What should America repre-
sent to the rest of the world?" 
•• 
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POLICY ON BOOK RETURNS 
YOU HAVE UNTIL SEPTEMBER 16 TO RETURN TEXTBOOKS 
THAT'S THE LAST DAY! 
REQUIREMENTS FOR A RETURN 
\ 
.C 
0 
L 
L 
E 
G 
E 
1. YOU MUST HAVE PUR HASED THE BOOK FOR THIS 
FALL 1983 SEMESTER. 
2. YOU MUST HAVE YOUR RE !PT PLUS YOUR STUDENT 
ID. . ··'"-
3. 
4. 
THE BOOK HAS NOT BEEN USED\R MARKED. 
IF YOU PURCHASED BY VISA OR MASTERCARD, YOU 
WILL BE ISSUED A CREDIT, NOT CASH. 
continued from p. 6 achieve both what they would 
, . like to and what others would 
C~nter observes that eatrng like them to be. Bulimia allows 
disorders are encountered them to be ab bed . th 
th f I . 'd sor rn e more an suce~s u surcr ~s. preserlt. "It actually serves a 
She states that those havrng purpose for them" sa s Dr. 
these pr~bl~:i's are really Wiley. • Y 
perfectromsts . They general- One study at Penn State con-
ly are women, although some eluded that 25 percent of 
~en do possess these students enrolled were 
drsorders. Those people .at the "bingers" while 14 percent 
~ollege age are at the biggest were "bingers and purgers". 
rrsk because of the goals they To counteract these issues, 
have set for themselves, and there is counseling available. 
for school. Suicide Prevention and c · · p I h "b' g " rlSIS 
e~p e w ,? are 1~ ers Service has a 24 hour a day , 
an~ p~rgers often contt?u?-5" hotline (272-1616). The line is 
ly hve rn the future. _B~hm1cs not just for suicidal people, it 
are constantly stnvmg to is also open just to talk. So-
meone is always available and 
the discussion will be kept 
strictly confidential. The 
Counceling Center at llhaca 
College also has a person 
available to call for counseling 
(274-3136) at the Center, or on 
the weekends by calling the 
Health Center (274-3177). 
lf
HORSE~~CK 
$5 00 for 
l 1t~~u!~-
K OOU"' ltr', ,11 
1o1.ilci,•111,{hbA1l• 
~"1,,!lcitn,tllp" 
l'l\,,'ll\ll"'t,1,l'llp 
11111,,"v h,wri<ltr'" 
THE FAR COUNTRY 
gi;:~,:;ays 315-4~25 
I • •, l I j , ,• I, 
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SOUTH HILL 
SUNDAY 
by Tamara Pearsall 
It was a clear. cool Sunday afternoon in January.'l'was walk-
ing through Hyde Park. 1rying 10 find lh<" famous Speaker's 
corner. 
Nobody had warned me thal Hyde Park was so vast. Hut 
I didn't mind getting Josi. I had only been in LOndon for a week 
and everything was exciting and new. so getting Josi proved 
to be an interesting adven1ure. 
I wandered for awhile on small dirt paths surrounded by 
green grass. Then, in the distance, I saw about 10 small groups 
of people gathered together on a comer. 1 said 10 myself. · 'This 
has to be Speaker's Corner." 
Venturing closer, I noticed each speaker was s1anding on 
a simple. plastic crate which held him or her about a foot 
above the crowd of listeners. Then I began to lislen closely. 
Within 10 minutes. I realized why there was always a 
policeman stationed nearby. Almost every issue the speakers 
discussed was controversial--or just weird. 
A speaker with a Russian flag shouted about the benefits 
of communism while angry listeners offered strong rebuttals. 
A _black speaker. whom everyone called "Jimmy," decried 
immorality of homosexuality, while every few minutes a lit-
lie man in the crowd would tap Jimmy's arm with an umbrella. 
in disagreement. 
Near "Jimmy" stood an old woman singing Christian hymns 
at the top of her lungs with her eyes shut tightly. She wasn't 
standing too for from a man preaching Catholicism. on the 
"lighter" side of Speaker's Corner was a poet--quick with 
words, describing love and sex and causing his listeners to 
roar with laughter and applause. 
But my favorite speaker was a well-dressed. middle-aged 
man who stood on his orange crate with his hands folded in 
front of him. Only two listeners stood before him and watch-
ed hes face carefully. 
I joined them and hearing no words, I asked him what his 
issue was. He looked at me and said quietly. "I have nothing 
to say." I replied in bewilderment. "Oh." 
It was quickly growing dark as I wandered away from the 
dispersing crowds. Speaker's Corner- a great way to spend 
a Sunday atternoon 111 London! 
AFTERNOON 
The Entertainment 
Gulde to- Ithaca 
IO nm ITTiACAN 
REVI·EW 
by Stephen Tropiano 
Over the past few years, 
Chevy Chase has made a 
number of zero pictures 
(Under the Rainbow, Ob 
Heavenly Dog, Modem Pro-
blems).ltwouldn 't be fair to 
classify Chevy's latest film--
National Lampoon's Vacation· 
with his other clunkers 
because the comedy does 
have some funny moments. 
Unfortunately, they are few in 
number and for the other nine-
tenths of the film, the audience 
is left waiting for something to 
laugh at. 
The Griswald family buys a 
new station wagon and takes 
off on a cross country trip. 
Clark, the square dad, Ellen, 
the patient wife, and their two 
kids, who spend most of the 
trip fighting in the back seat, 
are enroute to a California 
amusement park known as 
wally World (this parody of 
Disneyland has a moose in-
stead of a mouse). Along the 
way, the Griswalds visit their 
odd midwestern relatives, 
spend the night on a campsite 
with mosquitoes, get stranded 
in the desert when Clark 
makes a wrong turn, and are 
joined by Ellen's nasty Aunt 
Edna and her dog. 
The film contains some fun-
ny but not terribly original 
situations. John Hughes' 
screen\)lt!Y bQrd~rlines on the 
slightly crude. Jokes about in-
cest and dead dogs don't fit in 
with the film's slapstick and 
situational humor. The comedy 
is totally thrown off balance by 
occasionally appearances by 
Christie Brinkley (her film 
debut), who portrays a seduc-
tive blonde who zips by the 
Griswalds in her sports car and 
gives Clark the eye. He finally 
meets up with her. but their en· 
counter only brings the film to 
a dead halt. 
Chevy Chase uses every 
trick in the book to get a laugh 
and for the most part, he fails. 
He is becoming more and 
more like Jerry Lewis--a clown 
instead of a comedian. His lim· 
ing is good, but his material is 
just not strong enough. The 
rest of the performers are for 
the most part adquate. John 
candy of Second City Televi-
sion fame has a funny bit part 
as a Wally World security 
guard. The film's biggest waste 
is Imogene Coca as Aunt Ed-
na. Coca is one of television's 
funniest comedians, but here 
she Is given nothing funny. to 
do or say. The former TV 
queen of the 19SO's deserves 
much better. 
Director Harold Ramis 
(another Second City alumni) 
keeps the film at a fast pace, 
but on the whole, Vacation is 
the type of comedy you should 
wait to see on cable television. 
It will undoubtedly be on 
sooner or later and if you have 
to wait a year or even two, 
there is nothing any late night 
rerun of Saturday Night Live 
can't match. 
]0[ 
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ovie Listing 
lashdance 
aily 
Sat-Sun Matinee 3:30 
Vacation 
daily 
1:15 
7:00 
9:45 
12:45 
6:45 
9:00 
Sat-Sun Matinee 3:15 
Starling Friday: 
Revenge of Ninja 
daily 1:00 
7:00 
9:45 
Sat-Sun Matinee 4:30 
Ghandi 
daily 12:30 
8:00 
Sat-Sun Matinee 4:15 
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TRIVIA 
by Stephen Tropiano 
One of television's funniest 
comics--Dick van Dyke--
starred in his own television 
series.appropriately named 
The Dick Van Dyke 
Show. When the series debuted 
in 1961, it got mixed reviews. 
"About par" was how one 
9. What is the name of B1,1ddy 
Sorrell's wife? 
10. where in New York did the 
series take place? 
LAST 
critic described what soon w 
became one of television's 
most successful domestic 
comedies. The show boasted 
talented performers--Mary 
Tyler Moore, Morey Amster-
dam, Rose Marie, and llhaca 
College graduate Richard 
Deacon. The show's award 
winning writing staff was led 
by the series· creator Carl 
Reiner, who actually wrote the 
part of Rob Petrie for himself. 
The pilot version, titled Head 
of the Family, ·starred Barbar~ 
Britton as Reiner's wife and 
Morty Gunty and Sylvia Miles 
in the Buddy and sally r:oles. 
I. What is the name of the 
show Rob Petrie wrote for? 
2. What is Jerry Helper's 
occupation? 
3. What is the name of Sally 
Roger's boyfriend? 
4. A whole episode was 
devoted to Richie Petrie's mid-
dle name. What is it? 
5. Wh_at is the name of the 
Helper's son? 
6. Before she became a 
housewife, what was Laura 
Petrie's occupation? 
7. How were Alan Brady and 
Mel Cooley related? 
8. What comedian portrayed 
Alan Brady? 
.E 
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Answers to I LOVE LUCY 
1. The Ricardo's neighbor and 
babysitter is Mrs. Trumbull. 
2. Ethel Mertz's hometown is 
Albuquerque, New Mexico. 
3. The Ricardo's moved from 
New York to Westport. 
connecticut. 
4. Lucy and Ethel tried to steal 
John Wayne's footprints. 
s. Ricky Ricardo's theme song 
is "Babalu". 
6. Lucy became drunk on 
television while trying to sell 
Vitameatavegamin. 
7. Lucy Ricardo's maiden 
name is Macgillicuddy. 
8. Lucy wanted to be in the 
Italian film Bitter Grapes. 
9. Ricky Ricardo performed al 
the Tropicana. 
10. The Ricardo's New York ad-
dress is 623 East Sixty Eighth 
Street. 
Fly with the finest. 
Get your career off to a flying start. Become a 
Marine aviator. If you're a college freshman, 
sophomore or junior, you could qualify for 
our undergraduate Officer Commissioning 
Program and be guaranteed flight school 
~fter graduation. All training is conducted 
during the summer. There are no on-campus 
drills. Plus, you receive $100 a month during 
the school-yea-1;--
Seniors can qualify for the graduate Officer 
Commissioning Progra·m and attend training 
after graduation. 
This is an excellent opportunity to prove your-
self amongst the best and start off ~ 
making from $17,000 to $23,000 
a year. See if you measure up. 
Check out the Marine Corps Offi-
cer Commissioning Programs. 
See your Officer Selec-
tion Team on campus 
Sept. 20,21,22,23 at the 
Egbert Union or call 
1-800-962-2992 for !TIOre 
information . 
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PUBLIC NOTICE I 
SATURDAY 
O am - 8 pm 
2DAYS 
ON-LY 
TOTAL 
STEREO 
CLEARANCE 
SUNDAY 
10 am - 6 pm 
2 DAYS 
ONLY· 
Brand New Factory Fresh Merchandise* 
BASF PRO 11-90 
Blank Cassette 
SANYO 
TURNTABLE 
Belt-Drive 
Semi-
Automatic 
Reg $125 
NO.J59 
FM WALKABOUT 
PERSONAL RADIO 12.69 
wtlh 
TEAC 
Tap 
Quality 
STEREO .HEADPHONES 
Reg. Price S00.00 
NOW 
CAR 
BOOSTER 
AMPLIAER 
with 40 watt 
Power Output 
Reg. Price $50.00 
Home 
cassette Deck 
!Jsl Price $240.00 
$10.00 
Special Price $169.00 
FUJITSU - TEN 
lndash AM/FM 
w I Auto Reverse 
Cassette. Push Buttons 
& Dolby 
SHARP SPECIAU 
Home Stereo 
AM/FM RECEIVER 
While They Las11 
198.00 
SANYO CAR STEREO 
INDASH AM/FM 
CASSITTE with AUTO 
MUSIC SELECT SYSTEM 
CLOSEOUT• $89.00 
SPECIAL SI 9.00 
TOSHIBA 
HIGH QUALITY 
Famous Cassette 
Deck w/Dolby $129.00 
CRAIG 
POWERPLAY 
CAR STEREO 
High Power lndash AM/FM 
w / Auto-Reverse Cassette. 
with Dolby 
Reg $250 NOW $129. 
TECHNICS 
TURNTABLE 
NEW "P-MOUNT' 
. Belt-iJrive Design. 
2-year warranty NOW S68. 
50 PIECE FLATWARE 
SET FOR 8 -----~ 
CAR STEREO 
SPEAKERS 
Fit Almost 
Any-
Reg. Price 
$39.00 
NOW 
S19.00 
ADC STEREO PHONO 
CARTRIDGE 
where 
Jusl $5 ea. 
6X9 
a-way 
r Speakers 
Reg. Price $89.00 
NOW 129.00 PAIR 
100 WATT 
VAN SPEAKER 
3 way Box Speaker 
Reg. S120 
NOW S49 
WALKABOUT 
AM/FM Slerao Radio 
with lleadphana 
Reg. Price SS0.00 
NOW $19.00. 
COMPANION CASSETTE 
Penonal Sino Caal8llB Player with llead.J!hona 
Reg Price $50.00 ~--- NOW 119.95 
AM/FM CASSETIE PLAYERS/RECORDERS 
TAKE YOUR MUSIC· WITH YOU WHEREVER 
YOUR GO! All OPERATE ON BATTERIES OR 
AC POWER. All KINDS OF SHAPES & 
SIZES. FROM SLIM MODELS TO 
BIG BOXES! 
TREMENDOUS SELECTION STARTING AT $49.00 UP TO PORTABLE 
COMPONENTS AT 
$169.00II 
SANYO PORTABLE CASSETTE RECORDER 
AC/DC Operatl~n Slg,oo For All Uses 
TELEPHONES - Why Pay Rent? 
Pushbutton Universal Models S9 95 
Starl1te Rotary Wall Phones $29 00 
10-Number Memory Units $39 00 
700 Ft gange Cordless Telephones S79 00 
AND MUCH. MUCH MORE FROM GTE, MURA ANO MORE' 
Professional Stereo 
Graphic Equallzer 
lmgrove Your_ 
Home Stereo 
NOW $59.(J() 
JENSEN 
HOME SPEAKERS 
Famous 3-way System 
SPECIAL PURCHASE 
SALE $69.00 EACH 
OPTONICA Amplffler rDK 
00-MINUTE 
Quality 
Blank 
Cassette 
----- 30 watts/Channel 
NOW $1.99 
SANYO 
HOME CASSETTE 
DECK 
Stereo 
Reg. Price 
S200.00 
NOW $99.00 
BACK-
GAMMON 
FULL-
Slar'IO Pllyer /Ricord• 
with Dalby 
Audio 
Tech-
nics 
PHONES 
NOW $79.00 
SIZE BOARD 
$12.00 
____ Famous Dalin - NOW 
An Incredible 15.00 
AM-FM 
HEADPHONE - RADIO 
Great for 
Jog9.~s 
Price 19.00 
STEREO 
HEADPHONES 
Start~!!.. From 
S5.w pair 
PORTABLE 
STEREO-TO-GO 
Personal walkabout 
FM/Cassette Player 
with Headphones 
Super Special" $39.00 
CAR STEREO 
Cordless Telephone 
700 Ft Remote Range 
Indoor-Outdoor Use 
NOW 
$79.00 
PIONEER 
COMPONENT 
2-Way Home Speaker 
with a· Woofer 
Reg. Price $368 Pair 
NOW $49.00 EACH 
KENWOOD 
Famous Computerized 
H 1-Speed Digital Stereo 
Receiver 
Factory Spec,a/1 $219. 
60 Watt 7-Band Car 
FM 
CONVERTER 
Reo. $29.00 
SAVE NOW! 
------ Equalizer with 
$9.00 
Irish 
Low 
Noise C-90 
Cassettes 
Fader 
Reg. $1l>.OO 
lndash Car Stereo SALE PRICE 
AM/FM Radio $39.00 
with Cassette Player 
SALE 99e EACH 
Roldltlr 
Car Sino 
AM/FM 
RldlD wHh 
Callllll 
leg. Plice S150.00 
SALE PRICE S69.()(J 
--------COUPON I\ 
FERRARI su1· GLASSES I 11· 
S4.00 I 
SHERATONITHACAINN 
ONE SHERATON DRIVE 
SPONSORED BY 
STEREO IMPORTERS 
862 Albany.Shaker· Road 
Latham, New York 
._1111111 First so People I 
with , I· 
. coupon . : 
-----·-- t:ASH 
· ITHACA, N. Y. 
-
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Se.ptembvr. 18 
Duo Piano Recital, Karen 
Bauman Schalbaugh &Mary 
Ann Covert, 8:15Pm (FJ 
F.aculty Soprano Recital, 
1~1mmi Fulmer, 3:00pm (F) 
Septembe.11. 19 
Laurence Wyman w/ the 
Bi l ger Duo, 7: 30 pm ( N) 
Septembvr. 20 
Faculty Trumpet Recital, 
Kim Dunnick, 8:15 pm (F) 
swtembvr. 2 3 
Wind Ensemble, 8:15 pm 
( F) 
SeptembeJt 24 
Faculty Soprano Recital, 
Patrice Pastore, 8:15 pm, 
{F) 
Thaatre/Films 
SeptembVt 16 
SAB Film, Warriors, 
Tl02, 7 & 9:30 pm, 
Admission Charged 
SeptembVt 17 
SAB Film, Warriors, 
Tl02, 7 & 9:3D pm, 
Admission Charged 
Septembu 18 
SAB Film, Return of the 
Dragon, Tl02, 7 & 9:3D 
pm, Admission Charged 
Sep:tembe1t 2 3 
SAB Film, An Officer and 
a Gentlemen, Tl02, 7 & 
9:30 pm, Admission 
Charged 
Sep:tembe1t 24 
SAB Film, An Officer and 
a Gentlemen, T102, 7 & 
9:3D pm, Admlssion 
Charged 
Lectures/Seminars Meetings 
Se.p,tembvi 16 
Reswne Critique, Career Navigators Fellowship Mtg. 
DeHotte Room, 7:30 pm Planning, 3-4:30 pm 
Se.pumbvi 21 
Resume Critique, Career 
Planning, 5 - 7 pm 
Septembvr. 22 
One-to-One: Successful 
Interviewing Skills, G 
115, 2-3:15 pm 
College Republicans: 
ForLDTI on Youth Conser-
vatism, Crossroads, 
6 - 9: 30 pm 
Career Plannin~ Inter-
viewing, Gannett 115, 
2 - 3: 15 pm 
Marxist-Feminist Speake 
Charlotte Bunch, Tl02, 
8 pm 
Kol Nidre Services, Chapel, 
5: 45 pm 
Shabbat Services, Chapel, 
6 pm 
Se.p,tembvr. 1 7 
Catholic Liturgy, Chapel, 
6:30 pm 
Yorn Kippur Services, 
Chapel, 10 am - 7 pm 
Septe.mbetr. 18 
Catholic Liturgy, Chapel, 
10:15 am & l pm 
Protestant Services, 
Chapel, 11: 30 am 
Sep:te.mbe11. 19 
SAB SpeaKers Conrn1ttee 
g. , Job Room, 7 pm 
Sep-te.mbe11. 20 
Student Congress Mtg., 
Union Dining Hall, 8 pm 
College Republicans Mtg., 
DeMotte Room, 7 pm 
Se~:te.mbvi. 21 
ondon Cen er Informa-
tional Mtg., Job Roon,, 7 p 
Se~bvi. 22 
iturgicalrts Guild 
fellowship, Chapel, 7:30 
pm 
Septe.mbe11. 2 3 
Shabbat Services, Chapel, 
6 pm 
Navigators Fellowship Mtg. 
DeHotte Room, 7:30 pm 
Sports Etcetera 
IC Won1en' s Soccer vs. Yon: ,. i ppur Dinner. 
Southern Illinois, 2 p,n,, Crossroads,~ P"' 
(H) 
IC Football vs. St 
Lawrence. l 30 pin I H) 
IC \ion,en's Fiel~ 
Hockey vs. Buffalo, 
2 p,u (H) 
IC Cross Country vs. 
Mansfield, 2 pu, 1,;) 
IC Varsity Soccer vs 
8 i nqhamton. 11 a•n ( H) 
Seµtembc, 2 1 
IC Men's Varsity ~aseball 
vs. LeMoyne, l p,o (Ii) 
IC Men's Soccer vs 
Oswego, ~ p111 (Hi 
IC Women's Sdccer vs. 
Cornell, 3:30 p\\J (H) 
Septe.mbM 2 4 
IC Women's Field Hockey 
vs. Bucknell, l pm (H) 
IC Men's Soccer vs. 
Rochester, 2 pni (H) 
December Graduation 
Applications Due to 
Reqistrar 
Last Day for Pass, 
Fail for sen·ester 
courses 
YOM 1: I PPUP. 
T.i1l9ate Party, 
Garden r,pts. crP<1. 
11 am - I pu. 
Break-the-fast 
Meal, Terrace 
Island, 7 µ11, 
Admission Chdryeu 
~~r-~~·~ ~- .!_.\ 
Grunch & Sul<k<ln 
Building Party. 
Chapel. 10: 30 di, 
Art History Minors 
Party, DeMotte 
Roon:. S-6· 30 pm 
"Slaphappy" spon-
sored by ~AB, Ford 
Ha 11, 8 p111 
Sukkot Fest 1 val 
beq1ns 
Scptc,nbc ~ 21 ti 22 
Red Cross Blood-
mobile, Terrace 
Balcony 
Trunk Show 
" ~ Great For A ~ 
~ Birthday 
~ 
~ 
~ 
t 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
Anniversary 
Party or to 
Embarrass 
a friend 
lr,.,e...q...q....q.o-u,;-,.,,,....;,,~cr<b 
~ 
\ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
" ~ 
~ 
~ 
' Bal loon .i Grams,i 
Gori Ila Grams, ~ 
Telegrams too t 
ittyDittywill s 
Sing ior You: ~ 
~ 
At ANY Time We Arrive~ 
CALL: 
27%·J7C,§ 
BETYA 
CAN'T 
BEATIT! 
~ 
~ 
~ 
" ~ 
~ 
t 
~ 
" ~ 
$7.95 1 (1'~4$ 
COMPLETE ~tore 
~~._,,nvo·~ium 
115 THE COMMONS 273-6360 
Refreshments in the garden and a 
TrunR Show of Geiger Classics for 
men & women will be held from 
10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. 
Saturday, September 17th 
Representatives from Geiger will be 
present to assist with your selection. 
I hope you will join us on this 
pleasant occasion. 
Town and Country Clothes 
830 Hanshaw Road, Ithaca, 
New York 14850 (607) 257-1661 
PEGGY CORNWALL 
seprember 15, 1983 · 
What to do 
' . { 
The Ithaca COiiege Hand-
werker Gallery will open its 
1983-84 season with "Ithaca 
Faculty Artworks" September 
10-0ctober 17. 
An opening reception for the 
collection of paintings, draw-
ings and photographs by facul-
ty artists will be held Friday, 
September 23 from 5-7pm. 
Faculty members par-
1icipating in the exhibit include 
Debra Birmingham, Monte 
Gerlach, Salvatore Grippi, Dan-
nv Guthrie, Kurni Korf, Harry 
~iccue. David Srnyth, and Gary 
wojcik. ' 
The Handwerker Gallery is 
located· on the first floor of the 
Caroline Werner Gannett 
center on the Ithaca College 
campus. The gallery is open 
from 9am-9pm, Monday-
Thursday and 9arn-spm on 
Friday. 
The exhibit is free and open 
10 1he public. 
The Cayuga Chamber Or-
rhcstra will open its 1983-84 
st·ason under Pulitzer Prize-
winning Music Director. Karel . 
Husa. in September 25 al 7:30 
l'.M. Appearing with the Or-
('ht'stra in this exciting Bailey 
Hall concert will be the inter-
nalionally famous cellist. Yo-
Yo Ma. Mr. Ma will be featured 
in the Schumann Concerto and 
in Faure·s Elegie. The or-
rhcstra will complement these 
works with one ·of Haydn's 
London Symphonies and a 
piece by Rameau in honor of 
his :moth birthday. Tickets will 
lw available on Saturday, 
September 10, at Logos 
Bookstore on The Commons, 
and at J. w. Rhodes in Pyramid 
~tall. Additionally, on 
St·ptcrnber 14, 15, and 16 (if not 
!sold out) Ma concert tickets will 
lw on sale at the Center 
Pavilion on The commons 
lwginning at 2:00 P.M. Tickets 
al~o available beginning 
St·ptrmber 12 at Egbert Union 
;ind Willard Str~ight Hall. Infor-
mation? John Sholeen. 273-1107. 
illhaca. NY. September 7, 
831--Downtown Ithaca 
usinesses will mark the 
lcllt'"s apple harvest with a 
vo-day celebration on Satur-
;iy and Sunday, October 15 
nd 16, ·according to an an-
ouncement today from DIBA-
he Downtown Ithaca 
usiness Association--and its 
rrsidcnt, Mrs. Joanna Bard. 
Timed to coincide with Na-
onal Apple Month and sup-
>rted by both the Western 
cw York Apple Growe,s and 
e New York/New England 
pple Institute, Ithaca's event 
·ill be called "Apple Harvest 
. " DIBA hopes to make it an 
nnual celebration, according 
Mrs. Bard. 
An opening ceremony will 
robably be scheduled on Fri-
ay evening, OClober 14, she 
id, but the majority of events 
e offered on Saturday and 
unday. Loc;al apple wowers 
have been invited to display 
and sell apples on and around 
The Commons. and one or 
more growers will also operate 
a cider press and sell fresh ap-
- pie cider bolh days. Cornell 
University's Department of 
Pomology is expected to par-
ticipate with a varietal display 
of apples grown in this part of 
the State. 
In addition, DIBA has 
scheduled several free shOw-
ings of the Walt Disney feature 
film. "Johnny Appleseed." 
LOcal restaurants and food 
retailers will feature many 
varieties of apples. apple 
coolery and apple desserts 
during the entire week of Oc-
tober 10-16. Downtown 
businesses will join in with 
displays, events, games and 
prizes centered on the Apple 
Harvest theme. DIBA has also 
invited Vic Thomas. of Olean. 
NY. to be present on Saturday 
and Sunday, selling candied 
apples and cotton candy from 
inside an eight-foo1-tall "Apple 
Cart." 
Ithaca's Apple Harvest '83 
will presented in cooperation 
with lhe Commons Advisory 
Board. whose coordinator. 
carol Spence, has scheduled a 
series of three musical events 
Downtown for Sunday after-
noon, October 16. DIBA ·s coor-
dionator for this event is 1Mrs.) 
Jean Derning, and all 
businesses and individuals in-
terested in participating, or 
learning more about the Apple 
Harvest '83 program are in-
vited to telephone her at 
272-1031. 
Get 
your 
face 
in 
this 
place 
THE ITHACAN I] 
ICB FM's 
TOP 10 
92 ICB-FM's ITHACA TOP to 
for rhe wet>k of 9/12/83 
I. POLICE - Synchroniciry 
"Every Brcarh",their first 
Gold single. second Top 10 
hit. 
2. DAVID BOWIE· Lei's 
Dance 
Grt>at album. lousy show. 
but it's grear 10 sec hrrn 
back. 
3. ELVIS COSTELLO - Punch 
the Clock 
As the song goes. "The 
Greatest Thing". Maybe now 
he'll ger 
the credit he deserves. 
4. MICHEAL JACKSON 
-Thriller 
No one is more thrilled than 
Epic records. 
5. TALKING HEADS - Speak-
ing in Toungues 
Byrne-ing up the charts. 
6. ROBERT PLANT - Princi- · 
pie of Moments 
Led Zeppelin made for 
Muzak. 
7. ASIA· Alpha 
People are finally catching 
on 10 these guys plan. tht;y 
have canceled the rest of 
their tour because no one's 
buying ii. 
8. DEF I.EPPARD -Pyromanra 
140 decibels of pure teen 
power. 
9. YAZ - You and Me Borh 
Alf and Eric have parted 
ways, but their vocals and 
synths 
live on. 
-10. PRINCE - 1999 
"Everybody say 'PARTY !!!' 
CHALICE 
OlJB PICK SINGLES 
,\ZTEC CAME.R:\ · 
··oblivious·· 
Opening for Elvis and irn-
pres~ing everyone. 1n<·luding 
Elvis. 
2. NENA - "B9 l.uftbaloons" 
Even though it's in German 
!remember Falco '?). it has 
more hooks than a tackle 
box. 
3. SOUTHSIDE JOHNNY · 
"Trash It Up" 
Nile Rodgers saves a band 
from having to go back 10 
New .J<·rsey 
4. BIG COUNTHY - "In a Big 
Country" 
In a big way. 
5. DANNY SPANOS - "llot 
Cherie" 
Ju~I plain "HHHHHOT". 
6. IIERBIE HANCOCK -
"Rockil" 
Hey, dosen·1 this guy play 
Jazz? Wasn't he born when 
Lalin 
was the national language? 
Isn't this an amazing tune? 
Isn't Herbie cool? 
compiled for The llhacan by 
Kevin Stagg an(I Scotl 
.Jazmin. 
from Kingston, Jamaica 
Friday, Sept. 16th_-2 shows: 
8:30-11:30---$5 
CALL 
273-
L..., ______________________ _ I· 
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COLLEGE PICK OFF 
Doug Kurt Jim Steve 
Ithaca vs. St. Lawrence IC IC IC IC 
Cornell vs. Penn Penn p p p 
Colgate vs. Lehigh Col c· C C 
Syracuse vs. Northwestern s s s N 
Yale vs. Brown 6 y y y 
Maryland vs. West Virginia WV M M WV 
Rutgers vs. Boston College BC R BC BC 
Columbia vs. Harvard H H H H 
Georgia vs. Qemson G G G G 
Texas vs. Auburn T A T T 
Each week campus sports media experts Doug Clauson, Kurt Smutko, Jim Connors, 
Steve Mayer, Seth Fenton, Dennis Read, Mike Catalana, and Ivan Gottesfeld test their 
wits in predicting top college football games. 
ATHLETES OF THE 
WEEK 
67 Bill Sheerin 
22 Joe Sirianni 
Senior noseguard Bill Sheerin led an outstanding 
defensive effort in Ithaca's 23-0 pounding of Albany 
this past Saturday at South Hill Field. Sheerin and 
his teammates kept pressure on Albany quarterback 
Tom Roth.all afternoon. The Bomber defense limited 
Albany to just 225 total yards. 
Senior tailback Joe· Sirianni came off the bench to 
help 'Ithaca to three touchdowns against Albany. 
Sirianni picked up 40 yards on 8 carries, and caught 
2 passes for 20 yards. 
Football At Its Best 
e GRIDIRON REPORT. 
~LiW 
With Head Coach Jim Butterfield 
S,unday Nights at 1 O:OOpm on WICB-TV 13 
Sponsors 
Versatile Food Management Services Inc., The Printer's 
Gallery, Dryden Specialty Trophy, Pudgles Pizza, J. 
Goulds College Outfitters, Ithaca Composition 
Graphics, The Ithacan, The Ithaca Times, 
Culren's Sporting Goods, Bausch & Lomb. 
0 , I • • l \ t I' t I .. I••,• I• I 1 ',' ,\, \,.:,·,/,~'".~,.,.·,,r .. ··,.:-;',/,.'",'.,'. ': _.:; 0 ,- : 0 :::: :.: : : : , • •: • • 
~ ..... ~-".,,,,,",, t·,.,, • .. ,, "~, \" \ ,, ri.·..,-~-r)·1.·~·~·,· ·:_·; ..... ,·,· ... ~ ...... _...,.,~,·.·.·t.·1 -. 
Seth Dennis Mike · Ivan 
IC IC IC IC 
p p C C 
L C C C 
s N s s 
y y y y 
M M WV M 
BC BC BC BC 
H H H H 
G G C G 
T A T T 
STANDINGS 
Ivan /().0 
Kurt 9-1 
Seth 9-1 
Dennis 9-1 
Mike 9-1 
Steve 9-1 
Jim 8-2 · 
Doug 6-4 
Saturday's Scores 
••it Bo1ton CollelMI 31 ........ Clemlon 16 
Buc:1<1'1111 12........ • • • • • .. Howard 0 
BuffalO JS ................ Cortland 0 
BuffalO St. IC .............. Alfrt<l 12 
Carn.-- 14. ........ D- 11 
CIIIYMV I ........ .,., .. W. Va. SI. 7 
Cinclnnlill 14. ............. PIM SI. 3 
Clllrlon 21 •• , ........... Fairmont 17 
Dellware VIL XI. RandolPh Mlcoll 0 
EdlnborO 41, ...... W.V. WH11Y1n 30 
GeMYa 1, ........... wa111. &.Jell. o 
GatlYlburll 56 .. .. • Llbanon Valley 3 
Grow CIIY 7 .............. ; • TIIIII 3 
Holy Crou If ........ Bolton Univ. 3 
lndlana CPI,) 21 ...... WaVMSburo 0 
lllllea 23 ........... -• .,. AlblnY SI. 0 
Kl11111 Point 113., Franl<. & Manllal 7 
Kul1town 21 ............ C.W. Poll 2' 
utawtt1 20 ....... e. StrowlllUrll " 
LahlVII :JI •• , • , • , .... Norfl'IU1twn 10 
Lowwll 22. ........ JtrUV CIIV 51111 I 
L'fUll"lnll 1• .. • .. • • • • LOCI< Haven 0 
Mamflltd SI, 31 .. ,.,, Broel<P«t St. 7 
Monlclelr SI. 20 ..... ·w- 20 (Tie) 
New HamP1hlre 31 ., ......... AIC 0 
Norwlcl131 ........ Ptvmoulh Stale 0 
Pilllburgh 35 ............. , TamPlt O 
RulQtr'I 22 ........ , ... C011111C11cul 5 
Shtpherd 13 ....... Cal-nlll CPL) 6 
S/lil>Plnsburg 10 ....... 8""""1burv 9 
SIi~ Rack 3' ... ., .... Darton 17 
S.C. SI. 24 ......... ,. De11Wll'9 51. 17 
So. Conn. 31 ........... New Haven 7 
Svracu,e 22 ............. Kiili 51. 10 
Trenlon SI. 33 .............. UPMIIII 0 
wnt Virginia a ............ Paclfk: 7 
WIS! Chnlff 35 ........ Delaware 27 
We,tern conn. 12, .... Coasl Guard 9 
WISI Libert 27 • ., ., Frollburv SI 17 
Widener 7 ............... Moravian O 
-
Alabama 20 , ... ,. • , .. .. • Ga. Tech 7 
Ark. State 27 ......... Tenn.-Chal. 1' 
Auburn 24 .......... Southarn Miss. 3 
Auslln 1'11ay .c5 ....... Tenn.·Marlln 6 
Cent. Florida 33 ...... 6-llla so. 29 
Citadel 35 ............ PrtsbY11rlan 7 
Easl Tenn. If ......... Tenn. Tech 7 
East Carolina 22....... N.C. State 16 
EIIL City St, 27 ......... Bowle' SI, 13 
Emorv and Henry 21 ..... C1thollc 13 
FIOrlda Slate o10 ............. LSU 35 
FIOrlcla A&M 35., •• , Fl. Veney 51. 10 
Furman 52 ....... Carson-Newman 7 
Georvelown !KY.> 6, .... W.V. Tedi. 3 
llllnols SI. 27 .............. Mal'lhall 3 
Jatk'4)n SI, 35 .. , ... T1n- St. 31 
JaCks6nYllle SI. l• .... , Ala. A&M 12 
Jamts Madl'°n 2• ...... Appal St. 20 
Kenluc:J<y· 31 ........... Kansa. 51. 12 
KenlUCkY SI. 7 .. , .. ., Morehead SI. 3 
Lenolr·Rhvne 13 ... JOhn. C. Smllh 10 
Livingstone 29.......... Knoxville 17 
Livingston 16 ...... Arkanu,s Tech 13 
Louisville 41 ......... w. Kenluc:l<Y 22 
Marl HIii CN.C.) 211 ....... Concord I 
Marvfand 21 ........... Vanderbilt IC 
McNoese 23 ... , •• SoutheaSlern La. O 
Miami :29 ................. Houston 7 
MIiisaps 6 • .. .. Mem. Sourhwesitrn 3 
Miss. Caliegt 23 ....... Valdolla SI, 6 
Miss. Valley SI. 49. Marehauu, Col. 7 
N.C. Central 14 ........... Va. SI ale O 
Newberry 21 ..... , ..... , Calawba 10 
Norfolk Slale 15 .. , ...... SI. Paul's 9 
North Alabama 38 ........... MIies 0 
Narn,east La. ·31, •••••••••• SW La. 6 
North Carolina 2, •• Memphis State 10 
NorlhWOlltrn La JO .... , naela 51. 22 
Ohio u. 17 .............. Rlthmond 10 
SMU 20 ............... GremDllng 13 
Evalllllt 23 ... Southwnlern (Kan.I 3 
For! Ha-,. :11 ... .,.,. Adl"1I Stale 13 
Franklln Und.l 56. Wll.·Eeu Claire 21 
Grand Vallr( SI. 2• SI • .IOIIPII, Ind. 22 
Gustav AdOIPl,us 13. .... Wls.•Sloul 6 
HISIIODI 12 ............ ; .. Pwu St, 0 
Helclllberll 20. ............ Mat'leHa 0 
Hlllsdall .is ............ Vali>arallo II 
H- JS .......... 011vt1 - 12 
IDlnolS St. 27 .............. Manlllll 3 
lncllallll IS, ................. ~ ID 
lncllanl Contra I 40 .. .. .. .. Uncoln It 
lncllana st. 26 ..... ,....... N. 10Wa 0 
Iowa 51 ................. Iowa SI. 10 
K111rnazoo XI ........ Mandllli.r 15 
t<Nmr, St. U. ...... Nltl.-0maha 34 
Kenyon 17 ...... Ot,Jo WIIIYn 17 11111 
Macaln..,. 19 •••••• NW -fa 0 
Mankalo SI, 32 ... Wls.•Whll-lltr 9 
Mayyllle SI. 19 ... ;., ........ Huron 0 
MlctllGln 20 ....... WISlllnoton St. 17 
Mk:11101a SI. 23 • .,.,.,.,. ~ 17 
Mldlllnd JS .............. Vanktan 22 
MlslOIJl'I 21. ............... llllnOls II 
Mo.·Rolla 17 .............. No. VaL 7 
Mo. Soulhtm 26 ... Cini. Ml-1 10 
Mount Senarlo 1 ......... Lakeland 6 
Mount Union 35. ............. Alma I 
Mulklnvum :11.... .. • John Carroll 14 
Nlbrasq 56. ........... Wyoming 20 
NII>. WlsteYan 52 .. , Colorado Col. 29 
North Cenlral 44 ............. Blloll o 
N. Dakota 21 .......... Monlana St. 3 
N. Mlthillan 23 ....... Mlnn.•Duluth 7 
Northern SI. s.o. 10 vanr, CIIV 51. 9 
Noire Dame 52 ............ Pur- 6 
Ohio Northern 50 .......... Bluffton 7 
Ohio SI. 31 ................ OrtllOn 6 
Olivet 21 ........ : .. ..... DIPauw 17 
Principia 2• • .. .. • Cent. MelhOdbl 22 
Rockv Mountain z-• ..... s.o. Tech 23 
Rose·HutrMn 20 ........ llllnol1 Cal. O 
SI. Cloud 51.-21 •• SI. Jol1n'1, MIM. 1' 
5aglnaw Val. 51. 11 Llbettv Baollst 15 
Sloux...Fan, 30 ..... Concordia, St.P. I 
s. Dakota 42 ......... NE MIIIOUrl 9 
s. Dakota SI. 20 ............ Dtak• 3 
s. m1na1, 17 ............ E. 1111no11 1' 
SW Minnesota 11 ... ; ... Dakota Sl.'O 
SW MIS$CIUl'I 10 .. , ....... W. !Dlllal1 3 
Ta Dor 21 ....... Mcl·Am Nazarene 10 
Toledo 4S •• ., ., ,. • Ma11achuWIII 13 
wa,hburn 17 .......... Morningside 7 
Wnhlnoton 34... .. .. Northweslern o 
Wmlam Jewell a ...... Mo. Wnlem 7 
Wlnone St. XI. ........... Hamllne 21 
Wisc0n11n 37, ............ N. llllnab 9 
Wis.•L1Cro1se 27 .... , SI, Tl1omal IS 
Wi•.·Olhko1n 19 ......... Lawrence a 
Wl•.·Rlv, Falls 14 .... Mlnn.·Morrll 12 
Wis.·Stevens Pl. 30, B1ll111, Minn. 17 
Wls.-su-lor 3 ......... Bemldll st. o 
Wlllent>ero 31 • • • • • .. .. .. • CaPllal 20 
Soull1wnt 
AD11ene Christian 28. ..... W. Texa. 3 
Air Force 211 .... , • , • , TIXIII Tech 13 
Arl1ona Sf. 39 ..... , ..... Utah SI. 12 
Ark.-Mantlceno 29. Ark.·Plne Bluff 211 
Arkansas 17 ..... , .......... Tull8 1' 
BaVIOr 40 ;,. , •••• Brigham Vouno 36 
Cenl. Okla. •s .......... sw Okll. 17 
Cenlral Ark. 23 ••• , •• , SE Ml11ourl 7 
Della 51. 21 .............. 0uachlla 17 
East Cent. Okie. 211 Howard. Pavne 22 
E. Texas SI. 38 •• Cameron (Okla.I 27 
Idaho State 12 ..... Texa1-E1 Paso 10 
KansaJ 16 .. , •••••••• , •• TCU 16 Ole) 
Lemar 24 ••• , ... SlfD/len F.Austln 23 
Me1a, Cola. J.I. ...... W. Mon1en1 13 
Miami 29. • • .. • .. .. • • • .. .. Ha~llon 7 
SPORTSRAP 
- National and local spons coverage 
- Commentary. _ 
- Special Guests on SPORTSLINE 
Sunday evenings 6:00 pm 
on THE SPORTS STATION WVIC 
6 I AM, I 06 FM Cable 
.... - .... .: ·,. 
• , : , .. : •' t \0 • , • , 1° ~ ; , , , , c o I o. 1° •" • -1 • C I J • • • .,_ ,. ' 0 • •.,. "'• .. 0 ' ' 
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WOMEN DEFEAT 
', . 
LEMOYNE 4-3 
by Scott Kaye 
Joe Epstcintllhacan 
. continued from p. 1 6 
The Ithaca College women's Julie Gabriel won 6-0, 6-3. The has a lot of potential. "We are 
tennis team opened up the victory was a very gratifying very deep. We have enough 
1983 season with a very grati- one in the fact that the team talent to move players around 
fying win over Division II Le- that Coach Carnell feels has and not be hurt by it." Demetre 
Moyne. Ithaca defeated Le- great potential, got the season sees the Bombers as a team 
Moyne 4-3 in what Coach off on the right foot. " The loss that can do nothing but get bet-
Carnell feels was a of the first three singles players ter with lime. "We've been im-
"squeaker." "We were tied at was a bit of a surprise to me. proving everyday since the 
three matches a piece, until our but I feel that this will make first day of practice. We're a 
fifth singles player Beth them play harder next time," team that has no seniors play-
Greene." won it for us," says says Carnell. ing, but we still have a lot of ex-
carnell. The opening line-ups Junior Priscilla Davis, Ithaca's perience out on the court, we 
for . the Bombers were as number one singles player also work very well together." 
follows: Junior Priscilla Davis at feels that. "the team looks This togetherness is what the 
firsl singles lo~t 5-7. 2-6. Junior very strong as compared to my players and coaches are hop-
Lisa Brown played second previous years on the team. ing will lead this years team to 
singles losing 4-6. 2-6. We should have a very good success. The Bombers will 
Sophomore Paula Kelley, third season. we have some very face Rochester and sr. 
singles, lost 7-6, 2-6. 3-6. Fourth tough matches. but if we stick Lawrence on Sept. 14 and 16_ give the girls a rest from the 
singles sophomore Jackie Fiare together, we'll pull it off. we Both matches are away and heat and fatigue." 
before next week. She plans 
on making some position 
changes to make her attack 
more effective. 
won 6-3, 6-4, and fifth singles showed that by being able to both are going to be tough. · IC has several members on 
Beth Greene also a win against LeMoyne, even "We beat Rochester last year, the injured list including, 
sophomore. won 6-3, 7-6. Both with the loss of our first three and we should beat them again Tracey Marullo. and Maureen 
doubles teams for Ithaca were singles... this year ... says Priscilla Davis. Nolan. The Bombers also 
Buettner commented.··we 
haven't won our first game in 
three years. I think it just takes 
us a game to get going." 
victorious in the match. First Joining the Lady Bombers for These two matches plus a played without the assistance 
doubles team of junior Jean her first year as assistant coach match with Colgate the follow- of Leslie Murphy, the previous 
Crawford and freshman Alice is Carol Demetre. formerly ing week will probably be the game's high scorer. 
Houghton won 6-0, 3-6, 6-1. assistant coaches at Cortland determining factors in the Freshman recruit Terri Cilen-
The Lady Bombers faced St. 
And at second doubles, junior and Albany State. Coach Ithaca College woman·s tennis to explained,"We never actual-
Sue Wallner and freshman Demetre feels that this team team's succ~ss. ly settled down on the field . 
John Fisher yesterday and 
open up their home game 
schedule against Division 1 
southern Illinois on Friday. 
September 16. 
...----------------------------=--------1 We've got the talent and skill." 
Ithaca topped Jrobart 1-0 in ICAG Soccer action this past Saiurday. See story on page 
16. 
Varsity Football 
IC 23 Albany 0 
Mens Soccer 
IC I Hoban O 
Womens Soccer 
Brockport 3 IC I 
Womens Tennis 
IC 4 LeMoyne 3 
Fall Baseball 
IC 2 Utica I 
IC 21 Utica 4 
) 
-~/anrl/'M'ln 
through Syracuse University's study abroad programs. 
Study in one of SU's 27 academic programs conducted in_ 
England, France, Italy, Spain and other locations. Grants 
are available for a semester, a year, or a summer of foreign 
study. Want to learn more? Complete and return this ad to 
Michael Calo, Division of International Programs Abroad, 
335-Comstock Avenue, Syracuse, NY 13210. (315) 423-3471. 
Name ___________________ _ 
Address __________________ _ 
City __________ State ____ Zip __ _ 
Program of Interest 
Cilento commented. "Now we 
just have to put it together on 
the field." 
Coach Buettner hopes that 
most of her injured will return 
Buettner feels,"With some 
changes in our back field line-
up, we hope to play a strong 
competitive game against S.I." 
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•Albany, NY 
• Connecticut 
• Garden City. LI 
: ~=~'ll~"· NY 
•Manhattan 
• Central & Nort~ 
NewJeraoy 
• Weatc:he1tsr 
PREPARE FOR TIIE OCT 1 LSAT & OCT 22 GMAT 
• Complete m:class and supplemental materials 
• Simulated exam cond1t1ons 
• Limited class size 
LSAT COURSES: 32-hr"Weekender" 
begins 9/10 at the Cascadilla School 
116 Summit Ave, Ithaca · 
For a tree broct11.1ro and on 1nv1tat1on to a free sample 
class covonng the LSATIGMAT oxnms nnd tho Law SchooV 
Grodueto Busmoss School adm1ss10n procoss, 
,call collect: (516) 481 • 4034 orwr1ta: 
Adelphi Unlve11lty Preparation Courses 
Center for career and Ufelong Leaming 
,.~Eagle Avenue, West Hempstead, NY11552 
 n coc,perauonWilh TheN.1t10n~ Center tor Educat,on,I TOSIIOQ. Inc, 
GUARANTEE: Score in the top 25% 
or take the next course FREE. ADI\.PIII 
\ 
I 
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\ 
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ITHACA DESTROYS 
ALBANY, SLU NEXT 
by Doug aauson · yards on the ground. The Great Backup quarterback Jeff 
While speaking with Danes never mounted a Flanders, replaced Kurt 
noseguard Bill Sheerin before serious scoring threat until late Deluca, who suffered a mi)d 
last weekend's Albany State in the fourth quarter only to ankle mJury. Flanders 
game, the senior All-American have it stopped on·an intercep- spearheaded a 57 yard scoring 
felt that Ithaca was going ·to lion by linebacker Shawn drive in the third quarter that 
take control of the game from Wistner. culminated with a 22 yard scor-
start to finish. Sheerin's predic- "Our intensity on Saturday ing pass to split end Steve 
tion couldn't have been more was great," said Head coach Kieffer. 
accurate. The Bombers, utiliz- Jim Butterfield. "Overall, the On the day, Ithaca totalled 
ing a stingy defense along with kids did an excellent job." 410 yards with 260 coming on 
a sharp running game, Offensively, the Bombers the ground. ~orton paced the 
defeated Albany 23-0 in the wasted no time putting points running attack with 71 yards on 
season opener this past Satur- on the scoreboard. Led by 13 carries, while quarterback 
day on South Hill Field: quarterback Kurt DeLuca, Deluca, Flanders and Steve 
Pass, Ball, Bomber: Ithaca cornerback Bill Decker heads 
up field qfter intercepting a pass against Albany State. 
"Our defensive play was Ithaca opened up a 13-0 first Kass· combined for 88 more. 
very aggressive on Saturday." quarter lead. Finn caught three passes for 
said Sheerin. "We tried to push "Our game plan was to run 46 yards, sfrianni caught two 
their line into the backfield and the ball rig))t at them,·· said for 20 yards, and sophomore 
make it difficult for their Deluca. "We used the option tight end Qaig Oliesa <;aJlle off 
quarterback to operate." to the fullest and tried to make the bench to catch three 
The Bombers held Albany to their ends and· .cornerbacks passes for 46 yards. 
ISO yards in the air and just 75 work." The victory avenged last 
BROCKPORT 
TOPS 
ITHACA 
by Debbie DiMaggio 
II was 96 · degrees outside 
when the Ithaca College 
women's soccer team stepped 
out of the vans at Brockport 
State last Saturday. The air 
was thick and the humidity, 
stifling. The environment, 
however unnatural, wasn't the 
only difficulty the Lady 
Bombers encountered. 
Brockport, strictly a kick and 
run team, defeated Ithaca 3-1. 
The lone Ithaca goal came 
quickly, within the first five 
minutes of play from junior for-
ward Betsy Personius. Later in 
the half, Brockport scored on a 
penalty kick. They would tally 
twice more in the second half 
before the afternoon was over. 
Head coach Linda Buettner 
remarked "The team played, 
obviously, like they were short 
a few key people; because 
they were." B·uettner went on 
to say, "The main problem of 
the game was that we didn't 
have enough substitutes to 
continued on p, 15 
pmrm====zmmmrmmma1m1mzmmmmma1 IC took the opening kickoff season's opening day loss to 
82 yards to open the scoring. Albany and gave the Bombers 
Deluca hit wide receiver Kevin a lift going into this weekend's 
Finn. on a nine yard scoring contest against St. Lawrence. 
play to cap the drive. · · SW is tanked nwnber one in BIANNI PACES 
VICTORY 
by Ivan Gottesfeld 
The Ithaca college men's was their domil)ance that kept 
soccer team got off to a good the pressure on and enabled 
start this past Saturday, when us to score the decisive goal." 
they defeated the Hobart Also playing well for the 
Statesmen 1-0 in Geneva, N.Y. Bomb_c::rs were goaltender 
The game. .which was the Doug Weitzel and the entire 
season opener for both defensive line led by junior 
schools, was played in op- fullback Jeff Neumann. 
presive heat that effected both Neumann, who has been play-
teams. "The heat was definite- ing for the past two seasons, 
ly the biggest factor of the said that these were the hottest 
game," said Bomber Head conditions he or any of the 
Coach Ray Rosian, "We were players had ever played in. 
physically in better shape than "The heat was absolutely 
they were, which is why we unbearable and really took it's 
were able to dominate late in toll on a lot of players. It took 
the game." away from our game, a lot of 
The Bombers won the game our players were suffering 
on freshman George Bianni's from the shakes, and 
first varsity goal with only 12 dizziness." 
minutes remaining in the con- The Bombers next opponent 
test. The goal was as,sisted by will be Binghamton State this 
senior Matt Neyland who along Saturday at home. Ithaca will 
with the other midfielders be tJying to avenge last 
dominated the game. "Our seasons loss to Binghamton 
midfielders really did a superb who shut them out 2-0. It will 
job in controlling the pace of be a big test for a team that last 
the game." saicl Rosian, "11·. week passed their first quiz. 
After being pinned on their almost every pre-season Divi-
one yard · nne following an sion Ill_ poll. Last year the 
Albany punt, the Bombers Saints defeated IC 45-14 inc.an-
drove-99 yards for their second .ton, scoring 38 unanswered 
touchdown. Sophomore points in the second half. 
tailback · Howard Horton "St. Lawrence is a very 
. sprinted .12 yards around the strong ballclub. we didn't hold 
left end to give IC a 13-0 lead. them at all last yearand·made 
· "We were very successful in too many mis~akes," said But· 
beating Albany off the ball," terfieid. "We're going to come 
sa!d tailback Joe Sirianni, who out with the same intensity for 
gamed 40 yards on s carries. St. Lawrence as we did against 
"Our line did a super job as did Afbany." 
the fullbacks cutting off the Bomber Blasts: 
comers." 
Butterfield used many The status of fullback and cap-
players on Saturday, including tain Mike Moreau is still ques· 
his second and third units. tionable. Moreau told me on 
Overall, the Bombers are two Monday he is ready to go but 
to three players deep at almost his progress in practice this 
all positions. week w~I determine how 
"In football, you need the much he can play. Deluca·s 
depth because of the physical injury was not serious and he 
attributes of the game,.. said will once again start at QB for 
Butterfield. "On Saturday we the Bombers. However, IC lost 
had no hesitation in using our the services of cornerback 
second unit on offense and James Rosin who separated 
defense. Part of our en- his shoulder on Saturday. 
thusiasm came from the se- Kickoff for Saturday's game is 
cond unit beca~e they know 1:30 p.m, on South Hill .Field. 
they were going to play... Get out to this one. it should be 
II was the second unit that a thriller! 
produced the Bomber's third 
touchdo\yn on Saturday. 
BOMBERS FOOTBALL 
WICB-T~ CHANNEL 13 
ITHACA.vs. ST. LAWRENCE 
Saturday, ·september 17th'8:00pm 
wiih Kurt Smutko, Steve Mayer, Mike Catalana 
